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s winter approaches so does colder
weather, so it’s the perfect time
to share some tips to keep your
aviaries warm and dry over in cold weather.
Cold temperatures, as long as they’re above
freezing, generally pose very little threat to
most of the birds we keep in captivity. Cold
winds and draughts, wind and rain exposure,
and fungal/bacterial infections are the true
killers.

A

If the floors of your aviary are permitted to
become wet for long periods of time, health
issues in your flock are inevitable. Bacteria
and fungus from bird droppings and discarded
food will thrive in the moist conditions and
quickly transmit to your birds, especially if
they like to forage on the ground for seeds
and insects. If water is getting into your aviary,
find out where it’s coming from and stop it
straight away.

1. Provide Heat

5. Diet Changes

If cold is the problem, providing heat is the
obvious solution. Heat lamps and heated
perches designed specifically for birds can be
purchased, and birds quickly learn to sit near
or on them when they’re feeling cold.
Make sure birds can’t come in contact with
the source of heat otherwise they might get
burned. A popular solution to this problem is
to place heated globes inside of terracotta
pots—this also limits the amount of light in
the aviary at night.

2. Aviary Position

Make sure the exposed faces of your aviary
are positioned away from wind and rain. You
should also ensure that your aviary receives
direct sunlight in the morning, so that your
birds can sunbathe to recover from the earlymorning chill.

3. Aviary Protection

If you’re not able to position the aviary away
from direct wind and rain, the next best option
is to cover the aviary. A tarpaulin over the wire
portions of the aviary is usually adequate,
however clear plastic sheets or cafe blinds
provide far better viewing of the birds.

A bird’s metabolism produces heat as
it breaks down food. To take maximum
advantage of this trait, feed your birds extra
rich and complex foods when it’s cold. Oats,
corn and sunflower seeds are all reputed to
help birds cope with cold temperatures.

Closing Thoughts

Thoughtful aviary design is the best way to
ensure that your birds are able to tolerate
the harshest of winter. Remember that
birds naturally live outside and can tolerate
temperature extremes far better than
humans, so there’s no need to go overboard
and provide them with fully climate-controlled
aviaries (unless you live somewhere *really*
cold), otherwise you risk breeding weak birds
that won’t survive new owners.
If you live in an area where it regularly dips
below freezing, it may be best to consult with
a bird club for advice on housing your birds in
your region. It may be that you need to bring
your birds inside over winter or fully enclose
the aviaries.

Clear plastic has the added advantage of
causing a glass-house effect, making the
aviary considerably warmer. Not only does
this make cold temperatures more tolerable
in winter, but the extra warmth allows you to
extend the breeding season into late autumn
and early spring.

Finally don’t forget to take a look at our
Avizandum website www.avizandum.co.za.
We have a great variety of birdkeeping
books and birdkeeping products which can
be purchased on our website and delivered
directly to you. Please also make use of
our free classified advertising section called
The Birdshop. We hope you enjoy this issue
of Avizandum. Happy reading and Happy
birdkeeping!

4. Maintain Dry Floors
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“In the non-breeding season there would
be a paucity of insect life and thus would
not be a part of the diet. Outside actually
breeding, wild birds just did not know
what to do with or did not want livefood.
Laying eggs was the trigger to change
feeding habits. If I had stubbornly said well these birds just don’t like livefood;
certainly I would have had nests of dead
youngsters. All it needs is some thought
and knowledge of how a species acts in
the wild. ”
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by Russell Liddiat,
England

Two BA [British Airways] flight meal dishes were also sunk into the earth one for bathing
water and one for grit and livefood. All perching material was to be willow or fruit tree
branches.

A

t the National Show I was wheeling
and dealing at a trade stand to
help a friend purchase some pairs
of various weavers. A nearby cage was
crammed with about 70-80 blue waxbills or,
as they are more commonly known cordonbleus; so well loved by the Victorians. The
vast majority of those flitting around were

the common red-cheeked or red-eared
Uraeginthus bengalus; but in the flock were
five specimens of the rare blue-headed or
blue-capped Uraeginthus cyanocephala.
The red-cheek has a very wide distribution
pattern from one side of the African
continent to the other, from Senegal in the

www.avizandum.co.za
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west through central Africa to the east from
Ethiopia, down to Zambia and Tanzania.
The blue-headed is far more restricted in
its distribution being confined to a small
eastern area that includes Somalia, Kenya
and Tanzania across to the great lakes.
All cordons are fairly easy to sex by colour
or the intensity of it. Red-cheek males
carry the red face markings that give them
their name. Blue-headed are bigger, with
a more upright stance and black endings
to their beaks. Hens of the blue-headed
species also being lighter in colour than
their red-cheeked counterparts. On close
examination what we had were two cocks
and three hen blue-headed. So I could get
two pair and a spare hen, as a backup, I
decided to make three pair by buying a
red-checked cock to keep the spare hen
company, but not to hybridise with. The
stand personnel thought I was maybe a bit
strange [of course, in fact, they were correct
in that assumption, even if I say so myself]
in wanting one cock cordon-bleu and three
oversize and pale “immature” females. A
price per couple was negotiated.

Day two saw them picking at the broccoli, but only picking finch soak seed in a separate
dish on the floor and some small mealworms were once again supplied on top of the
minerals.
Opaline Hen

I had aviary colony bred both red-cheeked and blue-breasted (cyancephala) as a child.
As they were worth so little money they had been left to their own devices.
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When the birds came home they were put all
together indoors and housed in a standard
canary double-breeder. All were instantly
put on a stress mix in their water for two
days followed by five days of probiotic, both
from the same Dutch source. Seed mix
given was Voskes Estrildid that contains
wild grass plus a small dish of fonio paddy
and mali grass. After five days the probiotic
was replaced by Herba Multivit. As the
birds looked “fighting fit” I decided not to
give them any vitamin E to help breeding.
Fairly quickly all paired up themselves, and
the males started showing to the females,
parading back and forth on the fruit tree
branches.
I had supplied a continental grit mixture
that contained silextine, redstone, charcoal
and oyster was freely made available. An
accident to myself just before the national
that gave many complications meant that I
could not put down my usual 200+ canaries
and British birds so I decided to play with
and experiment with a number of different
species. I had aviary colony bred both redcheeked and blue-breasted (cyancephala)
as a child. As they were worth so little money
they had been left to their own devices.
I decided this time to take, in a David
Attenborough style, “natural” approach.
All cordon species come from savannah

open areas - seasons from drought scrub
to lush grass and a temperature range of
14°C to 35°C. By increments the light in the
shed had risen to 15 hours a day and the
temperature to 24°C.
All species housed in the shed were ready
to go down by the beginning of March. For
the bleus I had chosen two small flight
cages - 90cm long x 76cm high and the
same width. The bottom of the cage floor
was covered with a mixture of garden earth
and peat. In this was planted a mixture
of seeding grasses - rough panic, vernal,
Timothy, fiorin and couch as well as some
shepherd’s purse and chickweed. All
collected from my fields. The base was
regularly watered to help it all grow and
seed. In one corner was placed a small
broom plant as a hiding place. A small
patch was kept at one end of the cage of
just bare earth with a little bit of gravel in it.
Two BA [British Airways] flight meal dishes
were also sunk into the earth one for
bathing water and one for grit and livefood.
All perching material was to be willow or
fruit tree branches.
To bring the birds into condition to
correspond with the increasing of full
spectrum light, the Voskes had been
supplemented with Bushwhacker as well
as giving a separate dish once a week
of evening primrose, white lettuce, white
perilla and chicory. A pink mineral had also
been given. All was avidly eaten. They
picked at the Super 8 Hedgerow eggfood
but totally ignored any mini mealworms or
freeze-dried insects offered. As soon as
the cock birds had become aggressive and
started to display they were removed from
their temporary home to their breeding
quarters. Two finch wicker nests were given
- one towards the top of the broom and one
near its base, only a few centimetres off the
ground. Horsehair, moss and straw were
given as building material. I had started off
the building myself
To my amazement both pairs started
building in the lower nests. Breeding and
building carried on with the result that one
pair laid four fertile small white eggs and
the second pair - five. During the day both
birds shared incubation and at night only the
hen. Both sexes fed heavily on the ripening
grasses and more eggfood was consumed.
Incubation took 11 days for both pairs. Day
one and two saw both hens hard(y feeding.
If this happens with canaries or British I

To my amazement both pairs started building in the lower nests. Breeding and building
carried on with the result that one pair laid four fertile small white eggs and the second
pair - five.

For the bleus I had chosen two small flight cages - 90cm long x 76cm high and the same
width. The bottom of the cage floor was covered with a mixture of garden earth and peat.

Outside actually breeding, wild birds just did not know what to do with or did not want
livefood. Laying eggs was the trigger to change feeding habits.
www.avizandum.co.za
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add broccoli florets. Day two saw them
picking at the broccoli, but only picking.
finch soak seed in a separate dish on the
floor and some small mealworms were
once again supplied on top of the minerals.
All was consumed and fed. To satisfy an
idea I had, some mealworms were then put
on the bare earth section. All birds seemed
full of delight and poked and probed
through the earth. Frozen ants eggs from
the Continent were now added as were
live mealworms bought from a tropical fish
shop. We had now well turned the corner.
Fruit fly and a 40% dried insect universal
mix was also given. The birds seemed to
tuck in with gusto, flying from one feeding
area to another.
I had decided not to foster, believing it
only ever to be a last resort whatever the
species. The diet and environment seemed
to be working well and the fuzzy youngsters
were all growing. At the pinfeather stage
where more protein was needed and was
added to the eggfood. The youngsters left
the nest at 21-22 days. The fledglings took
a fair time in accepting hard seeds. Left to
their own devices it was finch soak seed
and the hedgerow eggfood to which was
added freeze-dried insects. When taken
away from their parents the youngsters who
were all put together, were immediately
placed on two days stress mix and five
days probiotic and then a week on an anticoccidiosis mix in the water to stop “going
light”. All youngsters grew to maturity.

Fairly quickly all paired up themselves, and the males started showing to the females,
parading back and forth on the fruit tree branches.
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A second round was taken. Here the egg
count was reversed. However the hen with
the five eggs had one that was infertile. The
same process was used to raise, in this
round, eight more youngsters. Controlled
conditions had given me 17 youngsters,
after I had controlled my initial panic. I had
initially failed to realise that these were all
wild caught birds and did not go to nest until
the grasses were seeding and the insects
became readily available. In the nonbreeding season there would be a paucity
of insect life and thus would not be a part
of the diet. Outside actually breeding, wild
birds just did not know what to do with or
did not want livefood.
Laying eggs was the trigger to change
feeding habits. If I had stubbornly said well these birds just don’t like livefood;
certainly I would have had nests of dead
youngsters. All it needs is some thought
and knowledge of how a species acts in
the wild.

www.avizandum.co.za
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NUTRITION

The pros and cons of

feeding pellets to Hookbills
By David
Dennison

Examining the facts

I

f we want to “farm” parrots and parakeets for the pet trade
we would love to just have one type of pellet for each life
stage, just like we do for poultry. We could have automatic
feeders and automatic drinkers and one person could then
care for 1000 cages or aviaries. If breeders could breed
parrots well under these circumstances everyone would be
doing it and the price of parrots would drop from R2000 each
to R200 each.

10
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We read articles which tell us of much improved breeding results
from parrots that are fed pellets after not breeding well on a
conventional diet of cooked grains or seeds. This information
is published by reputable companies so there is no reason
to doubt their findings. The real question is what is the base
diet that they are comparing the pellets to? Is the comparison
against a plain seed diet, a seed diet with addition supplements,
or a diet of seeds, cooked grains, vegetables and supplements?
As a manufacturer of breeding supplements for parrots and

parakeets as well as a manufacturer of
breeding and maintenance pellets for
parrots and parakeets, I have read much
of the research and in the cases that I read
the comparison was between a plain seed
diet and a pellet diet. In these cases one
would expect a positive result in favour of
the pellets as the pellets contain a balance
of vitamins, minerals and trace elements
that are lacking in plain seeds but are
necessary for the good health of the birds.

Labour-saving
Our parrots and parakeets have not been
selectively bred to eat whatever is in the
feed dish like chickens, so it can be more
difficult for us to change the diet, even if
the change is for the better. I have been
told of cases where a pet parrot that was
only eating sunflower seed had its food
changed to pellets only and the parrot
starved to death.
As a manufacturer I used my breeding farm
to evaluate feeds and feeding systems
so that we could recommend feeding
regimes that gave good results. I will
relate our findings to show how complex
the situation is when making changes to a
diet that parrots have become accustomed
to for many years. Firstly, I must explain
that at the time we began manufacturing
pellets our parrots and parakeets had been
breeding successfully for fifteen years on a
diet of seed, cooked grains, supplements
containing vitamins, minerals, trace
elements, and fresh vegetables and
greens. I had weighed the individual grains
and seed used, and using a computer
program the total feed was adjusted to
give the nutrient profile that gave the best
breeding results. Our breeding results
were amongst the best but the preparation
of the diet was labour intensive. To try
and reduce the labour input to feeding
some three hundred cages of parrots and
parakeets and to advise our clients on what
to expect when feeding pellets, we carefully
monitored the results of this change over
from one system of feeding to the other.

We read articles which tell us of much improved breeding results from parrots that are fed
pellets after not breeding well on a conventional diet of cooked grains or seeds.

The first season
To give our breeding birds time to adjust
to pellets we started giving them pellets
only after the breeding season. At first
they wouldn’t eat them. Then after a day
or two some of the pellets were eaten but
the birds were looking stressed and not
much of the pelleted food had been eaten,
confirming the situation where the pet
parrot had starved itself to death.
At the end of the first week I decided to do the
sensible thing and mix the pellets with the

Our parrots and parakeets have not been selectively bred to eat whatever is in the feed
dish like chickens, so it can be more difficult for us to change the diet, even if the change
is for the better
www.avizandum.co.za
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food the parrots were used to eating so that
they could gradually become accustomed
to the pellets. Still they refused to eat the
dry pellets until we found that if the pellets
were mixed with the chopped vegetables
the pellets became softened with the juices
from the vegetables and greens and the
parrots then ate them. This was great, but
the goal was to get the parrots eating dry
pellets.
Systematically we reduced the amount of
cooked grains and seeds in the parrots’
diet until they were reluctantly eating
pellets, but only enough to avoid starving.
As the winter progressed and the weather
got colder the parrots began to lose weight.
What was happening was the they were
not getting enough energy from the amount
of pellets they were eating to sustain their
body temperature without using body fat.
As these were valuable breeding birds I
then gave them 15g of sunflower seed in
the hull per bird per day. This seemed to
be a reasonable solution, and the birds all
survived the winter without loss.

Let us look at Pellets, both maintenance pellets and breeder pellets. Advantages: There
is a huge saving in labour to be had using self feeding hoppers. Hoppers do not require
daily washing. Disadvantages: parrots and parakeets do not take to them easily.

The lesson here was that with the large
range in temperature that we experience
outdoors in South Africa we would need
two maintenance pellet diets, one for
summer and one for winter. This could be
cumbersome to manage so the use of the
sunflower seed was the soft option.
At the beginning of August I changed to
breeding pellets. These pellets would
enable the parrots to raise their babies
without further supplements. The birds
seemed to eat these well but it could
have just been a result of the change in
the season. The breeding season was a
disaster! Fewer than half the birds that
normally bred regularly each year, bred
that season. It must be said, however, that
those that bred raised their babies on the
breeding pellets perfectly without further
supplementation.

The second season

Advantages: The birds like it and it works! Disadvantages: Labour intensive. Food has
to be prepared every day. Dishes have to be washed and disinfected every day.

12
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Strictly speaking we should have followed
the same feeding regime in the second
season to see if the birds would begin to
return to their previous breeding pattern
as they became more accustomed to the
pellets after two years. Unfortunately from
a purely scientific point of view, this was a
commercial breeding farm with 300 pairs of
parrots and parakeets being tested and we
couldn’t survive two bad breeding seasons
in a row, so I had to compromise.

As a manufacturer of breeding supplements for parrots and parakeets as well as a manufacturer of breeding and maintenance pellets
for parrots and parakeets, I have read much of the research and in the cases that I read the comparison was between a plain seed
diet and a pellet diet.
What I did was to go back the original
feeding regime of seeds, cooked grains,
supplements and vegetables but with the
addition of 10% maintenance pellets in the
mix which were softened by the moisture
and therefore eaten quite well. The second
difference was that on Saturday and
Sunday the birds only had dry maintenance
pellets in their hopper. These were filled
on Friday afternoon and no further food
was given until Monday morning. What we
found was that the parrots ate no pellets on
the Saturday but ate well on the Sunday
as though to make up for what they didn’t
eat on the Saturday. When the breeding
season started and the first eggs appeared
I replaced the maintenance pellets with
breeder pellets. I had visions of the babies
being starved on a Saturday and only
being fed on the Sunday. Fortunately, all
the parents fed the breeder pellets on both
days over the weekend. You just had to
look in the nest and you could see the crop
bulging with pink breeder pellets.

and sweet potato) and greens (cabbage,
spinach, carrot tops and beetroot tops).

that they leave.

Advantages: The birds like it and it works!
Disadvantages: Labour intensive. Food
has to be prepared every day. Dishes have
to be washed and disinfected every day.

There is every reason to use pellets where
we can, but the bottom line is that we also
have to have good breeding results. We
cannot afford to settle for less. This means
that when we introduce pellets we have to
be guided by our birds’ response and adjust
the feeding program to be as cost efficient
as possible while not compromising the
breeding results.

Let us look at Pellets, both maintenance
pellets and breeder pellets. Advantages:
There is a huge saving in labour to be had
using self feeding hoppers. Hoppers do
not require daily washing. Disadvantages:
parrots and parakeets do not take to them
easily. Inherently they remove the hull or
covering of seeds and nuts and chew them
to a suitable size to swallow. They try and
do the same with pellets, with the result
that there is a lot of wastage of the “fines”

Conclusion

Keeping a large collection of hookbills as
a hobby is expensive from the labour and
feed point of view. Therefore, for most of
us it is essential that the breeding results
cover our cost so that we can sustain and
grow our hobby.

Comparing results
By giving the case history of our work with
mixed diets and pellets I have tried to show
the advantages and disadvantages of both
feeding a mixed diet and a pellet diet.
Let us look at a mixed diet – seeds
(sunflower, millets, buckwheat and canary),
cooked cereals (maize, sorghum, peas and
beans), supplements (Avi-Plus), chopped
vegetables (carrots, beetroot, butternut

The real question is what is the base diet that they are comparing the pellets to? Is the
comparison against a plain seed diet, a seed diet with addition supplements, or a diet of
seeds, cooked grains, vegetables and supplements?
www.avizandum.co.za
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BIRDKEEPING

Incubators and incubating tips for
bird and parrot breeders
By Avizandum

I

am sure most of us dream about breeding our birds without having to
resort to incubating and hand rearing, a task we all know is not to be
undertaken lightly. Sooner or later there comes a time when artificial
incubation is necessary not only to save an egg or chick, but also to boost
bird breeding and to ensure the conservation of some species. It could be
that the eggs are very valuable, or the parents have stopped incubating for
some reason, or the parents have a history of damaging their eggs thus
making the decision to artificially incubate a wise one. Choosing a good
incubator will be an important step and could either make or break your bird
breeding efforts.

14
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Incubating
It is advisable to switch your unit on a few
days before using it in order to check the
temperature and humidity settings.
Newly laid parrot eggs ideally should lose
about 15% of their lay weight from start of
incubation to internal pip, which is when
the chick breaks the inner membrane and
enters into the air space of the egg, usually
a day before making his external pip.
Chicks normally hatch twenty four to forty
eight hours after external pip has been
made.
For the average parrot egg use a
temperature setting of between 37.2°C
and 37.5°C and set the relative humidity to
between 45% and 50%. Please remember
that thin-shelled eggs will lose moisture
more quickly and therefore would require
a higher humidity setting to slow down
the moisture loss. If the egg has been
incubated with a humidity setting that is
too low, the chick may be dry and become
stuck, and thus struggle to hatch. On the
other hand thick-shelled eggs need lower
humidity to encourage moisture loss. If
eggs do not lose enough moisture during
incubation, that is if your humidity setting
was too high for a particular egg, the chick
could become swollen and have difficulty
hatching, perhaps even drowning in the
fluids that surround him.

Ace Nest Incubator. The best incubators are those that run at a steady temperature and
humidity and have moving air.

Before setting eggs into your unit check
them for damage or hairline cracks by
candling them. Carry out any repair work
on the shell with great care.
It normally takes between three and seven
days of natural or artificial incubation before
being able to see if the eggs are fertile or
not. If you are unsure when candling the
egg, it is advisable to wait a few more days
before making any decisions.
Incubator choice
The best incubators are those that run at
a steady temperature and humidity and
have moving air. It is preferable to have
the unit door open from the front as top
openings cause the incubators to lose their
temperature and humidity very quickly and
are prone to additional radiation losses.
Once this happens your machine could
overshoot as it tries to adjust itself.
Automatic egg turning makes for easier
incubating and prevents having to open the
incubator door frequently. Trays that rock
and tilt the eggs do not work well for parrot
eggs. A gentle roll of the eggs on their side

Baby Major Mitchell. Chicks normally hatch twenty four to forty eight hours after external
pip has been made.
is best and turning can be as little as twelve
turns in a twenty four hour period. Eggs
should never be allowed to turn end over
end as this could damage their air cells.
Remember it is a good idea to clearly mark
your eggs in order to check at least once a
day that the eggs have indeed turned.
Your incubator should be constructed

out of material that is easy to clean and
sanitise. It is essential to use a good glass
thermometer as a double check on the
temperature, even with digital read-out
controllers.
Place your incubator out of the sunlight
and in a room that has a fairly constant
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Day 5. Newly laid parrot eggs ideally should lose about 15% of their lay weight from start of incubation to internal pip, which is when the
chick breaks the inner membrane and enters into the air space of the egg, usually a day before making his external pip.
temperature.
Let us examine the features of the Ace
Nest incubator where the aim is not only
to match your expectations, but to exceed
them.
Ace Nest Incubator Construction & features:
The Ace Nest Incubator is sophisticated, a
symbiosis between analogue and digital,
yet user friendly. State-of-the-art digital
and analogue technology allows for simple
dial in temperature, humidity and turning.
The unique design includes double wall
construction which goes a long way
towards eliminating the need for a strict
temperature controlled incubation room. A
room temperature of approximately 25°C
is desirable. Your Ace Nest incubator has
been built for excellent heat retention.

over single electronic boards as it makes
it much easier to fault find and cheaper
to repair. Additionally it allows for manual
intervention when required. They do not
use microchip control boards as these are
prone to a host of problems and can be
impossible to repair, necessitating costly
replacements.

The Ace Nest features a built in alarm
system with battery backup. Its construction
allows for easy cleaning and sterilizing.
It has an inbuilt viewing light and the see
through door is constructed from high
impact double layer acrylic with a built in air
gap and front opening to reduce heat loss.
The Ace Nest incubator comprises three
separate controllers which is an advantage

16
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Ace Nest Temperature Control: The
temperature
is
solid
state
pulse
proportional with a digital readout. Simply
dial in your required temperature and the
Ace Nest does the rest. Set point viewing
is on demand and controls to one tenth of a

Oddly shaped
eggs

degree Celsius. Simple calibration can be
done by the user if necessary.
High and low alarms activate if the
temperature is more than 0.5°C above
or below the required temperature. The
unit boasts dual heating elements with
heat sensing by class “A” PT100, a
proven accurate means of temperature
measurement.
Ace Nest Humidity Control: Humidity is
controlled using a solid state controller with
a digital readout and set point viewing on
demand. The resolution and control is to
1% relative humidity. Built in timers ensure
gradual water addition which eradicates
humidity overshoot.
Water dosing is achieved by an adjustable
peristaltic pump to the upper air chamber
before the air is heated. This feature
eliminates cold air pockets caused by
evaporation when water is added to the
floor, or overheating when the water tank
itself is heated. Operating the Ace Nest
incubator at low or high altitudes is as
simple as a small adjustment to the water
pump.
The Ace Nest has a unique way of controlling
humidity so that there is no unwanted
interference between temperature and
humidity.

Egg hatching. If eggs do not lose enough moisture during incubation, that is if your
humidity setting was too high for a particular egg, the chick could become swollen and
have difficulty hatching, perhaps even drowning in the fluids that surround him.

The Turning mechanism: The solid sate
microprocessor has ten selector switches
which can be activated in any combination
depending on the size of the eggs set in
the machine. Eggs with a diameter of
15mm to 65mm can be set simultaneously
and all will receive the maximum number
of 180 degree turns. Up to 96 turns can
be achieved in a twenty four hour period
depending on the size of the egg. This is
optimal for exotic birds. Egg rotation is
achieved by a moving carpet system which
is the most successful method of egg
turning, emulating parent turning. Each
time the eggs are turned, they are turned
in the opposite direction. An alarm will be
activated if there is a failure in the turning
system.
Service and support
Your Ace Nest incubator ships with
a comprehensive manual. Servicing
of the machine is undertaken by the
manufacturers themselves. Since the Ace
Nest is locally manufactured it is inherently
cheaper than its imported competitors. It
has a proven track record with a history of
close on twenty years.

Moluccan Youngster. If the egg has been incubated with a humidity setting that is too low,
the chick may be dry and become stuck, and thus struggle to hatch.
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CANARY

Canary Culture:
“Hints for the Beginner During
Breeding Season”
Toni Bucci
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I believe that if one has been breeding
canaries for two or more years, he or she is
likely to be a dedicated, patient, stubborn,
and very persevering person. The challenge
is great, and rewards can be greater. There
is nothing more fulfilling than to see your
favourite pair of canaries raise successfully
one or two clutches of beautiful babies.
But, things don’t always work out the way
you expect them to happen.

EGG BINDING

What is there to do when the hen builds a
beautiful nest and is sitting on the bottom
of the cage, puffed and listless, obviously
egg-bound? My immediate reaction would
be to place her in a hospital cage. The heat
set at 32°- 35°C, will relax the hen, and
hopefully she will expel the egg.
If one does not have a hospital cage a
heating pad placed on the bottom of the
cage and covered with a towel to prevent
soiling will do the job. Remove the perches
from the cage in order to force the hen
to sit on the heated pad. Cover the cage
with another towel, and adjust the heat
to ‘’high.’’ Monitor the cage, as the hen
may expel the egg within one hour. I have
saved many hens using the hospital cage
or heating pad methods.
What makes the hen egg-bound? A softshelled egg is most likely to be the reason.
A soft-shelled egg is like an inflated balloon.
When squeezed by the hen’s muscular
contractions, it becomes stopped instead
of expelled. Possibly, lack of calcium in
the hen’s diet prevents the shell of the egg
to harden. Adding small amounts of bone
meal to nestling food should solve future
problems. Bone meal is available from any
health food store.
Low temperatures in the bird room is
another possible reason for egg-binding.
Temperatures of 18 ° - 21 ° C make the bird
room comfortable during breeding season.

INCUBATION

Once the hen has laid her clutch of eggs, I
remove the male from the cage and leave
the hen alone to incubate the eggs and rear
the chicks until they are able to support
themselves. It takes 13 days of incubation
to hatch the eggs. If the hen has sat on
the eggs for 13 days or more, and you find
nothing has happened, then you and the
hen have wasted several valuable days of
the breeding cycle. There is a method to
check whether or not the eggs are fertile at
the very early stage of incubation without

If one does not have a hospital cage a heating pad placed on the bottom of the cage and
covered with a towel to prevent soiling will do the job. Remove the perches from the cage
in order to force the hen to sit on the heated pad.
removing the eggs from the nest. Placing
the tip of a small pen-light next to the eggs
will reveal whether the eggs are fertile or
not. The eggs at this stage are transparent,
and light will shine through them. If the
interior of the eggs appears to be reddish
and showing tiny red blood vessels, the egg
is fertile. A non-fertile egg will appear clear
with a yellowish tint. This test is effective
from the fifth day on, with the interior of the
eggs becoming very dark during later days
of incubation. If eggs are found to be clear,
they can be removed, and the hen will
abandon the nest. She will now lay another
clutch of eggs, hopefully within the next ten
days.
If you find only one egg to be fertile, it
would be wise to remove the egg and

place it under another hen which is at the
same stage in incubation, therefore saving
much valuable time. Provided that all of
the eggs are fertile and the hen continues
incubating, at a later date you can check
the eggs for viability. On the twelfth day,
place the eggs in a cup filled with warm
water (32 ° C.). The eggs will float, and
those eggs that have a live chick in them
will move slightly. Try not to leave the eggs
in the water for more than one minute. To
remove the eggs from the nest, and again
from the water, use a teaspoon. During hot
and dry weather, wetting the eggs will help
the chick to break out from the egg.

HATCHING

The 13th day after the hen began to
incubate the eggs is the big day. This is the

The challenge is great, and
rewards can be greater. There is
nothing more fulfilling than to see
your favourite pair of canaries
raise successfully one or two
clutches of beautiful babies.
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of the eggs. Sal Hepatica is a mild laxative
and antacid which will stimulate the hen’s
appetite and entice her to feed her babies.
This phase of breeding is when a new set
of anxieties will arise. Will the hen feed
the babies? If she does, it will be obvious.
A tiny bit of food will be noticeable in the
babies’ crops. A small portion of nesting
food should be served two or three times
a day.

Banding chicks is a must. No serious breeder will neglect this important step of rearing
canaries. Banding requires very critical timing. The sixth day after hatching is the mean
time to perform the task.

If the hen fails to feed the chicks,
handfeeding will keep the chicks alive,
provided you are home and have the time
to do it. A good hand-feeding food can be
made by mixing Gerber’s ‘’High Protein”
Baby Cereal with egg yolk and warm water
made into a paste. I use a toothpick to
administer the paste to the chicks. Handfeeding should be repeated several times
a day with final feeding before the lights go
out. In many instances, the hen will begin
to feed on her own after two or three days
of handfeeding. If the hen decides not to
feed at all, the chicks should be placed
under another hen in the process of rearing
her own babies. A good hen will feed others
than her own babies readily.

BANDING CHICKS
Banding chicks is a must. No serious
breeder will neglect this important step of
rearing canaries. Banding requires very
critical timing. The sixth day after hatching
is the mean time to perform the task.
However, the timing may vary considerably.
Timing depends on the efficiency with
which the hen is feeding. A well-fed chick
could be ready to be banded on the fifth
day. Badly fed chicks could require waiting
until the seventh or eighth day. The proper
time to band is when the band slips on the
leg with a small amount of effort. A loose
band will slip off.

Once the hen has laid her clutch of eggs, I remove the male from the cage and leave
the hen alone to incubate the eggs and rear the chicks until they are able to support
themselves.
day when all of your anxieties and hopes
are fulfilled. The tiny chicks are finally out of
the egg. If there is one egg or two that did
not hatch, it is advisable to leave them in
the nest for several days to come. The egg
will act as a spacer to prevent the hen from
suffocating the chicks. If it happens that all
of the eggs hatch, I place an artificial egg
in place of a real one. I know, some of you
will say that it is not necessary to do this.

20
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Well, it is not necessary to say a prayer,
but it feels better when I do. I will agree that
some hens will not require the procedure
of placing an artificial egg in the nest to
protect the chicks. But, why take a chance?
If the hen knows what to do, she will
proceed to feed the chicks immediately.
It is advisable to add a pinch or two of’’
Sal Hepatica” to the drinking water at this
time, or even better, prior to the hatching

www.avizandum.co.za

Here are a few simple steps on how to
install the band. Place the baby canary in
the palm of your left hand. With the tips
of your thumb and fingers free, hold the
leg and foot, and place the ring over the
three front toes. Next, pull the ring over the
knuckles with the back toe bent back. Now,
push the ring as far up to the leg as it will go
past the back toe. It may be necessary to
push the ring while holding the front three
toes. If banding is delayed by a day or two,
and the band is too hard to slip on, applying
a small amount of saliva will lubricate the
skin, and the band will slip over easy. If you
are too late, do not force the band.
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NEWS

Loro Parque Fundación
supports renewed action for
the threatened Hispaniolan
psittacines

Dr. David Waugh
Correspondent, Loro
Parque Fundación

I

n 1492, Christopher Columbus set foot
on what is now the Dominican Republic,
two-thirds of the Caribbean island of
Hispaniola. At that time the island’s forests,
other natural areas and biological richness
were largely intact, but the progressive
expansion of colonial settlement pushed
nature into retreat. Today, the native fauna
and flora of the Dominican Republic is
best found in its protected areas or inland
mountains, well away from the white-sand
beach resorts and other bustling holiday
hot-spots. Like many other endemic
species, the Hispaniolan Parrot (Amazona
ventralis) and Hispaniolan Parakeet
(Psittacara chloroptera) have declined to
the extent that they are both listed in the
IUCN Red List as ‘Vulnerable’ to extinction.

To help in the protection of these two
species, in the mid-2000s the Loro Parque
Fundación supported action by the
Hispaniolan Ornithological Society (SOH)
carried out in the Sierra de Bahoruco
Mountain Range in the south-west of
the country. These mountains include a

national park, which the SOH included in
its research on the ecological needs of the
psittacines, particularly to determine nesting
success and survival rates, the distribution
and abundance of the populations, and the
documenting of the current threats. Arising
from the information it collected, especially
the removal of chicks from nests to sell to
the domestic pet market, the SOH made
recommendations for the conservation of
both species in the Sierra de Bahorucos.
However, despite the great biological
importance of Bahorucos as a centre
of insular endemism, the countrywide
situation of both psittacines demands a
broader response. The estimated total
population of the Hispaniolan Parrot is
between 6,000–15,000 mature individuals,
and of the Hispaniolan Parakeet from
1,500 to 7,000 mature individuals, with
both populations still declining.
Thus, the Loro Parque Fundación is now
supporting a project with countrywide
scope which addresses many of the
conservation
and
research
actions
recommended by BirdLife International for
the Hispaniolan Amazon and Parakeet, as

Psittacara
chloropterus.
By A. Riley
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Amazona ventralis. By LPF
well as the endemic Hispaniolan Trogon
(Temnotrogon roseigaster). The trogon is
included because essentially it also nests
in holes in large trees in the same forest
habitats as the psittacines, and therefore
is similarly susceptible to the selective
removal of large trees from the habitat,
and that the nest-holes quickly become
known to poachers and hunters. The
project intends to determine the precise
distribution and habitat associations of the
three species, and the threats they face
at a local and national level. Population
sizes and densities will be calculated
for all seven key protected areas in the
Dominican Republic and also in areas
outside of formal protection. An accurate
countrywide measure of parrot ownership
as well as turnover of wild-caught parrots
are two additional objectives.
The project is in collaboration with UKbased Professor Stuart Marsden of
Manchester Metropolitan University, Dr
Matt Geary of the University of Chester and
Dr Nigel Collar of BirdLife International,
and Dr Yolanda León of Grupo Jaragua,
the BirdLife partner in Dominican Republic.
Andrea Thomen, a native Dominican
who is currently Grupo Jaragua’s Project
Manager, is doing the heavy-lifting of the
project because the work will constitute the
basis of her doctoral thesis. Of importance
is that the project dovetails very well
with the work-plan of Grupo Jaragua,
and the results will feed directly into the
organisation’s conservation advocacy and
management work across the country.
Project work started in 2018 and data are
still accumulating, but some general points

can be made at this early stage. One is
confirmation of the extensive loss of forest
in all areas away from the very dry forests
of the lowlands and the montane areas
(such as Sierra de Bahorucos). Another
is that the extent of parrot ownership in
the country’s cities and towns continues
at a high level, and that the Hispaniolan
Parakeet is rare across the entire country
but in contrast is common in Santo
Domingo, the capital city. Perhaps more
than 500 Hispaniolan Parakeets, and a
few Hispaniolan Amazons, will arrive from
various green spaces across the city to
roost in trees in a hotel district.

Free
delivery!

Reasonable numbers of the parrots are
still recorded in the Sierra de Bahoruco
National Park, both in the mixed pine/
broadleaf forests and in fragments of
cloud forest at higher altitude. However,
the pressure from parrot trappers remains
intense, and the poorly paid park guards
have problems to intervene. A similar
situation holds in the forest of the lowland
Jaragua National Park, where trappers
removed 150 chicks in 2017. In the past,
the trappers have normally removed the
chicks just prior to fledging, but now there
seems to be so much competition among
trappers that chicks are being taken from
nests earlier and earlier to ensure others
don’t take them first. Private reserves
are different and one, the Ebano Verde
Reserve with no encroachment and proper
control of trapping, is an example of the
contrast with the state-run parks.
The project continues at full speed to
produce a blue-print for the survival of the
Hispaniolan Parrot and Parakeet.

Hispaniolan Trogon.
By R. Knight
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CONURE

Keeping and
Breeding
The Golden Conure
By Nancy Speed,
Benton , Mississippi
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The tendency to chew or pick is as prevalent in parent-fledged youngsters as it is in
hand-reared youngsters. Juvenile and other nonbreeding Golden are housed in like sized
flights in close proximity without the presence of privacy panel.

I

consider it a genuine privilege to
share my life with the Golden Conure
(Guaruba guarouba). At the time I
acquired my initial breeding collection, this
distinctive parrot was commonly referred
to as the Queen of Bavaria, or Queen, a
designation I find difficult to set aside. My
acquisition a number of years ago of a
group of these stunning parrots was only
as a result of gentle persuasion. My friend
and I had already finalized the details
concerning my purchase of her other
breeding parrots. “Oh, you have to take
the Queens, too!” she announced as if the
request was a mere afterthought. Due in
part to my ignorance of the species, I had
no interest in purchasing her flock of fifteen.
Undaunted by my lack of enthusiasm, my

friend recounted the many virtues of these
unique parrots, convincing me I would
never regret the purchase. Her prediction
was correct.

Description
The Golden Conure is indeed distinctive,
and surely one of the most beautiful
parrots. It averages about 35cm in length
and has an average weight of about 250
grams. The body plumage of the adult is
a breath-taking yellow that rivals the most
perfectly coloured lemon. The primary,
secondary and major coverts are dark
green. Feather quills are white, and a
bare white ring surrounds its very kind and
observant eye. The macaw-size upper and
lower mandibles are horn coloured with
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some bluish mottling occurring throughout,
especially toward the tips. The tip of the
upper mandible is dagger sharp. Legs
and feet are pinkish with black mottling.
The iris is brownish with an orange tint.
A juvenile Golden is readily identifiable
by the appearance of numerous olive
green feathers interspersed throughout
the body. Juvenile feather quills are also
dark green. Adult plumage is completely
attained by the age of two. The amount of
green marking a juvenile may possess is
by coincidence. The juvenile also has an
innocent expression.

Range and Status
The Golden Conure is native to a very
remote area in north eastern Brazil. Its
range extends westward to the bank of the
Madeira Rio, and as far east as the Gurupi.
In the wild, it travels above the rain forest
canopy and enjoys a varied diet. Preferred
nesting sites are in hollows of high trees.
Deforestation of this parrots’ habitat is
taking place at an alarming rate.

Housing

For the pairs I keep, my records indicate the length of their breeding sea on ranges the
entire twelve months of the year. This is probably due in part to our relatively mild climate.

Each pair is provided with two hanging toys constructed from scrap fir lumber. Lumber
perches and toys are refurbished on a regular basis.
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My breeding collection of Golden Conures
is housed in identical flights constructed
from galvanized after welding, 14 gauge
wire. The flights are 180cm in length,
90cm in width, and 120cm in height. Rear
perches are 1 PVC pipe; front perches are
5cm x 5cm fir lumber. Each pair is provided
with two hanging toys constructed from
scrap fir lumber. Lumber perches and
toys are refurbished on a regular basis. A
distance of about 30cm separates each of
the flight. Privacy panels are hung closest
to the nest box and cover about one-third
of each flight. The privacy panels remain
in place regard less of the level of breeding
activity. I have experimented with several
nest box styles and find pairs prefer an
inverted boot box, also called an “’L” or
‘”7” box, of at least 60cm in depth, with the
interior measuring about 25cm x 25cm.
Nest boxes are hung on the these until
babies have been pulled from the nest box
before they reached fledging and are being
handfed by their human parent. Handfed
babies usually make excellent pets but
when they are socialised, they can also
make good breeders. Nest box consists
of a mixture of very large fir chips and
pine bark mulch. Metal nest boxes can be
used if the nesting area is protected from
sunlight. All nest boxes should be tightly
secured to the flights. The aviary housing
all flights is constructed to allow exposure
to naturally occurring weather condition
and temperatures. The outermost 90cm of
the metal roof panels are removed during
the warm weather months to allow the birds
access to sun and rain. When temperatures
drop to below 8 degrees Celsius, the roof

panels are replaced and the building is
secured with 6M plastic. A gas greenhouse
heater, properly vented to the exterior,
offers additional heat as needed to keep
the interior above 8 degrees Celsius. Full
spectrum lighting is controlled by automatic
timer when the roof panels are in place.
Seasonal feather chewing or picking usually
occurs when the aviaries are prepared for
cold temperature. One or two of my adults
pick habitually, regardless of environmental
factors. The tendency to chew or pick is as
prevalent in parent-fledged youngsters as it
is in hand-reared youngsters. Juvenile and
other nonbreeding Golden are housed in
like sized flights in close proximity without
the presence of privacy panel. The Golden
Conure has a very loud, metallic call that
travels a great distance. In an aviary
setting, a joyful group of 30 articulate
individuals will cause eardrums to vibrate.
Chicks begin vocalizing a adult by the time
they are just a few weeks old. Vocalization
among birds of this species seems to be an
important part of their social structure.

Diet
I use Hagen Tropical feed choice. In
a separate bowl, a mixture of sprout,
vegetable, fruit and pine nut are offered
six days per week. A quality seed 111 mix
is offered on Sunday. I consider sprouts
and pine nuts two of the most important
ingredients in the diet of Golden Conures
held in captivity.

Captive Breeding
Once their needs are met, Golden Conures
are prolific breeders. My F2 stock began
producing at age five. The earliest success
reported has been age three, but I believe
this to be a rarity. Clutch sizes range from
three to five egg . The number of clutches
per year varies but usually ranges from two
to four. For the pairs I keep, my records
indicate the length of their breeding sea on
ranges the entire twelve months of the year.
This is probably due in part to our relatively
mild climate. The number of clutches one
pair may produce yearly is dependent upon
many factors. Pairs which are not allowed
to incubate and feed will often return to
nest within a very short time. Pairs which
are allowed to incubate and feed will
rest for a longer period of time between
clutches. Pairs which are allowed to fledge
chicks may not return to nest for a year,
especially if any juveniles are allowed to
remain with the parent birds after weaning.
Golden Conures held for breeding are
happiest when in the presence of other
Golden Conures. Owning a single bonded
pair of these highly social parrots does not
guarantee reproductive success. In fact, I
believe the highest rate of infertility occurs
in single pair homes. The Golden Conure

Chicks begin vocalizing a adult by the time they are just a few weeks old. Vocalization
among birds of this species seems to be an important part of their social structure.
is by nature a very gregarious and social
parrot with an intense need for interaction
among others of its own species. I believe it
advisable to allow these very social parrots
to live in family groups if accommodations
are spacious, at least until mate selection
is finalized. It is important that unpaired
individuals be allowed to interact within
these groups. I usually place a single male
with two or three identifiable hens. Groups
are so harmonious that it may take a couple
of years for a pair to be noted. A true pair
and the extra hens can continue sharing
flight space even while eggs are being
incubated. With my pairs, it is common
practice to see all of the hens in the nest box
during incubation. This can make it difficult
to ascertain the true brooding hen. It is
surmised that in the wild these extra singles
also assist in feeding chicks. However, I
have always removed adult singles from
the flights of true pairs before hatch date.
The brooding hen can be identified as the
hen that most vigorously defends the nest
box and surrounding territory. The unpaired
hens also defend the nest box, but to a
lesser degree. Disparity among the ages
does not seem to be a cause for concern
when grouping Golden Conures. Two years
ago I released two hand-reared males into
a flight housing two parent-fledged hens.
The hens were about six years of age
and bonded to each other but showed no
animosity toward the two-year-old males.
These hens have only recently shown

any interest in bonding as mates with the
males. During this same period, I also
introduced a one-year old parent-fledged
male to an unproven thirteen-year-old hen.
The hen befriended the juvenile almost
immediately, and nested the following year.
Of course, fertility could not be expected in
a one year old male. The hen has recently
returned to nest, but I have little hope any
eggs will show fertility. The young male
does not display any of the protective
behaviour shown by my mature breeding
males. Therefore, I assume no copulation
between the pair is occurring.

Parent Rearing
For many years the rumour has circulated
that Golden Conures demonstrate little or
no parenting skills. I recall the first time I
allowed one of my pairs the opportunity
to incubate and feed a clutch of chicks. I
told another breeder about this exciting
event. Her droll response was “A Queen
that feeds its chicks? Never!” My personal
experiences have proven that Golden
Conures are usually devoted to their
chicks. I consider it unfortunate that some
who consider themselves aviculturists do
not allow natural incubation when possible.
Males and females share parental duties
and defend the nest box and feeding
area with a vengeance. When excited
or agitated, they spread their wings and
shake their heads, vocalizing loudly. It is
true that nest box inspections are not well
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. The number of clutches one pair may produce yearly is dependent upon many factors.
Pairs which are not allowed to incubate and feed will often return to nest within a very
short time. Pairs which are allowed to incubate and feed will rest for a longer period of
time between clutches.

years. Feathered chicks also have a very
strange odour. After catching my first whiff
of a well feathered clutch of Goldens in the
nursery, I crinkled my nose and turned to
the nursery help. “What is that smell?” I
asked. After a complete investigation of the
nursery, we began sniffing all the babies
and realized the strong odour came from
the chicks. Over the years I have come
to love that pungent smell. Parent reared
chicks fledge the nest at about 12 weeks of
age, but return to the nest box frequently,
sometimes accompanied by the parents.
Families also use the nest box for sleeping
quarters. For this reason, I replace a soiled
nest box with a refurbished one after all
chicks have initially fledged. The flight and
tail feathers of parent fledged chicks often
suffer from excessive parental preening.
Groups of weaned juveniles, both handreared and parent-fledged, will also chew
the tail feathers of each other.

Hand Rearing

The majority of Golden Conures I rear
are parent fledged or parent started, but
occasionally it is necessary to intervene if
chicks are not receiving adequate parental
care. Feeding this species from Day One
can be a challenge for the inexperienced,
and should not be attempted by those
unfamiliar with their special needs. Once
compromised, the affected chicks fed from
Day One succumb to bacterial infections
and stunting syndrome at an alarming
pace. My preferred hand feeding formula
for Day One Golden Conures is Zupreem
Embrace Plus. To one cup of dry formula,
I add one-fourth cup of ground organic
sunflower seed meat. Healthy chicks are
vigorous feeders and always seem to be
ravenous. Consequently, care must be
taken not to stretch the crops.

Growth Rate

When touched, they trigger a vigorous feeding response. These very sensitive pads
usually disappear within two years. Feathered chicks also have a very strange odour.
tolerated, and these inspections should
certainly never be attempted while parents
are in the box. I believe that most incidents
of failure can be attributed to excessive
invasions of privacy or other environmental
factors. I fully understand and appreciate
the argument that every Golden Conure
chick should be saved. However, it is
critical that Golden Conures be given the
opportunity to learn good parenting skills,
and this can only be done by trial and
error. Two pairs of my F2 Golden Conures
have nested. With its first clutch, one pair
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fledged three chicks to weaning. The
second pair fledged one chick to weaning
with its first clutch. Both of these producing
pairs were handfed and then released
with other juveniles at weaning. While
chicks are in the nest, the adults are fed
large quantities of fresh food twice daily.
Golden chicks have enormous macaw-like
lower mandibles. Protruding fleshy pads
are also present on the upper mandibles
of juveniles. When touched, they trigger
a vigorous feeding response. These very
sensitive pads usually disappear within two
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The growth chart illustrates the incomplete
growth rate of four chicks reared from Day
One. Hatch weights varied from 6.8 grams
to 10. 1 grams. Chicks 1, 2, and 3 are not
weaned as of this writing. Chick 4 was
reared at an earlier date and weights were
not recorded after Day 33. Initial weight
gains in parent-started chicks are much
more dramatic than those fed from Day
One. Therefore, weight gains of parentstarted chicks cannot fairly be used as a
comparison for what may be considered
appropriate in Day One chicks. I vividly
recall the anxiety I experienced years ago
when I compared the weight of different
species of chicks in my nursery to the
weight charts prepared and published
by various breeding facilities. The weight
gains of the chicks I was feeding seemed
meagre in comparison to the weight
gains of chicks provided in the published
charts. I personally prefer to observe the

The privacy panels
remain in place regard
less of the level of
breeding activity. I have
experimented with
several nest box styles
and find pairs prefer an
inverted boot box, also
called an “’L” or ‘”7”
box, of at least 60cm in
depth, with the interior
measuring about 25cm
x 25cm.

appearance and demeanour of a particular
chick in addition to reviewing weight gain.
Healthy chicks are pink with plump feet and
wings. If a neonate is gaining weight on a
daily basis, and not showing any sign of
stunting, the chick is most likely developing
at a proper pace. In the nursery the young
Golden Conure has an extroverted and
flexible personality. Its demeanour is almost
always cheerful and engaging. Though this
species can be mischievous, it is an open
hearted and trusting parrot. I am constantly
amazed at its amicable attitude toward
unfamiliar people and parrots. I have yet
to find a species in my nursery which the
Golden Conure did not attempt to befriend.
Due to its mild personality, it gets along
especially well with a more strong-willed
species, such as the Caique. The juvenile
Golden has an intense desire to nurture
and often attempts to feed other unweaned
juveniles of all species in the nursery. Family
Groups I have recently begun allowing
certain pairs the opportunity to return to
nest while a juvenile from a previous hatch
remains a part of the family group. My first
experience involved a Golden pair and
one parent-fledged juvenile. The juvenile
hatched March 6, 2002 and fledged at
about 12 weeks of age. This pair returned
to nest and produced four fertile eggs in
September of 2002. Since I was unsure of
how the juvenile would react to subsequent
chicks, I removed the remaining three eggs
after the first chick hatched on October
26,2002. Initial nest box inspections
revealed the family group was thriving.
Nest box inspections were then limited to
every few days. Unfortunately, I discovered
the chick dead on December I, 2002. Its
crop was full and I could find no external
sign of trauma. The chick had emerging pin
feathers and had been well nurtured. Since
it was obvious the chick had been dead for
a few days, I felt necropsy results would
be compromised as a result of natural

Swifts are not particular about nestboxes
breeding
collection
ofleast
but it is My
a good
idea to
supply at
Conures
housed
in
more Golden
than one
to give is
them
a choice.
identical flights constructed
from galvanized after
welding, 14 gauge wire. The
flights are 180cm in length,
90cm in width, and 120cm in
height.

bacterial changes. With sadness, the chick
was buried in our pet cemetery.

Nest Box Cameras
I recently installed an infrared camera in
the nest box of the Golden pair that was
allowed to return to nest while one of the
pair’s youngsters remained in the family
group. As of this writing, I have recorded
about 300 hours of activity. It is fascinating
and entertaining to observe the day-to-day
activities of this small family group. The
adult pair copulates within the confines
of the nest box. The unsexed year-old
juvenile continues to solicit feeding from the
parents as the trio interacts in the nest box.
The juvenile rolls on its back with infantile
jubilation while in the nest box as it inspects
its toes and attempts to play with the adults.
The hen patiently attempts to prepare the
nesting medium for another clutch, and
leaves the box when the juvenile’s antics
appear to become aggravating. At dusk,
the trio snuggles together affectionately for
a night of slumber. I will present the results
of this endeavour, including video footage,
to the public at a later date.
Golden Conures as Companion Parrots
For some, mere exclusivity is reason
enough to justify the purchase of a very
rare parrot. Whether the species is suitable
for the pet trade is often secondary to
the issue. Though the Golden Conure is
not well known in the companion parrot
trade, this species can be delightful when
the requirements regarding its care and
feeding are appropriately addressed.
Golden Conures kept as companions
should be afforded the same level of care
as those kept in breeding situations. Due to
their special needs, I would consider them
to be a high maintenance parrot. They
are gregarious, social parrots that must
be treated as an integral part of a human
family. Full of vim and vigour, they enjoy

flying, climbing and playing with toys that
are intricately designed. They are quite
adept at removing buttons, earrings and
other jewellery. My favourite story involving
the Golden Conure as a pet was told by
Howard Gunther of The Birdbrain. Howard
and Barbara love to cook and have a
restaurant sized kitchen. Goldie, who is
fully flighted, vanished while Barbara was
in the kitchen preparing for a dinner party.
Goldie was not in her usual perching areas.
Howard and Barbara began calling her
name, all the while searching the house
frantically. When they decided to search the
kitchen again, movement in the large bowl
of salad caught Howard’s eye. When he
called her name, Goldie popped up happily
through a mountain of greens, oblivious to
the entire incident.

Responsibility
Individuals interested in owning rare
parrots also shoulder an additional
responsibility, and that is one of heritage.
In the United States, the gene pool for
most endangered parrots is very limited.
Responsible aviculturists track the lineage
of every endangered parrot purchased,
sold, or hatched, and strive to keep the
gene pool diverse. The indiscriminate
inbreeding of rare species is detrimental to
the very small gene pool and does nothing
to enhance the breed. Therefore, those
who purchase very rare parrots must insist
the seller also provide any data available
regarding bloodlines.

Conclusion
I find the major disadvantage to owning
these extraordinary parrots is the reluctance
to part with even one of the progeny that
may be produced. Therefore, I would advise
anyone thinking of keeping and breeding
the Golden Conure to reserve at least
three times the area believed necessary to
house this magnificent species.
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NEWS

A male of Eclectus eating quickly
little seeds so that he can
offer his female partner who is
attending the chicks in the nest.
Photo: M. Pérez/LPF

Breeding season
is in full swing
at Loro Parque
Fundación

by Rafael Zamora Padrón,
Scientific Director of Loro
Parque Fundación
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W

ith the increase in daylight hours,
the birds become more active.
The males will attract female´s
attention by showing how vigorous they
are. For this purpose, they will stretch their
body and exhibit their outstretched wings.
During the courtship phase we enrich the
environment with eucalyptus and pine
branches. This will help the most exited
males to discharge energies. We provide
the birds as well with an extra variety of
food input as pasta with egg. They will
get used to it and will notice that there will
be also enough food for the offspring to
come. Nor must the green food be omitted,
which the males will need daily during the
breeding period. Equally, important is to
place several troughs at different heights to
help females to get fed in case the males
won’t let them during courtship.
The curator Marcia Weinzettl and Lubos
Tomiska as well as the rest of the team
are full in swing at the breeding station
of Loro Parque Fundación. Each species,
each couple, and even each individual has
its own particularity and require therefore
its own specific change in management to
help them achieve a breeding success. Also

important is the revision of the nests, which
is a methodical proceeding. It is carried out
with utmost care during the early morning,
seizing the moment the couple has left the
nest to eat.
The breeding management includes several
never-ending tasks such as to check the
fertility or to decide whether to put an egg
in a different nest or in the incubator. All
these decisions depend on the behaviour
of the parents during the breeding cycle.
For us this huge responsibility is also
full of new illusions. Each couple has
its own background and will tell us when
to expect the first egg or when the eggs
could clutch because the parents are not
having an appropriate behaviour. The
acquired experience and knowledge allow
us to control the management in order to
optimize achievements.
Some species already had offspring, this is
the case of Gala (Eolophus roseicapillus)
and Eclectus (Eclectus roratus). The
offspring of the latter one seems to be all
male. The different species of loris are also
having offspring and the parents are being
quite busy looking after them.
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The technician J.Gregoria Reyes with the curator Maria
Weinzettle after ringing two chicks of Amazona barbadensis.
Photo: L.Tomiska/ LPF
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TURACOS

This is just an introduction to the
Turaco family. These birds deserve
our attention if they are to survive
habitat destruction. If the aviary and
feeding is suitable they live for a very
long time in captivity with records
of birds over twenty years old still
producing fertile eggs.

Turacos

by Mossie Weber.
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A

lmost without exception people
admire the beautiful Turacos,
“Loeries” we used to call them,
for example the beautiful green “Knysna
Loerie” and in KwaZulu/Natal we have
the “Purple-crested Loerie”. These birds
are not only beautiful but they are also
interesting with regard to the pigments in
their feathers. The red pigment, turacin,
especially visible in their flight feathers, is a
pigment that it has been shown to contain
5%-8% copper, unique amongst birds and
animals. The other thing is that the green
in the body feathers is not caused by
refraction of light, as is the case with other
birds, but is also a copper based green
pigment called turacoverdin which is not
found in any other living creature.
Another thing that makes the Turacos
unique is that their feet are zygodactylous,
a big word that means that their outer toe
can go backwards, similar to a parrot’s
when perching, or forwards like a dove’s.
Normally the outer toe is held at right
angles.
The above two species are birds of the
forests or riverine forest and thick bush.
The third specie in our region is the “Goway” bird or Grey Turacos – “Loerie”. This
bird does not have the unique red and
green pigments found in the above two
species. No doubt its grey-brown colour
is better camouflage in its dry bushveld
habitat than the bright greens and reds of
the other species.
Mossie has kept this family of birds for
twenty years and at present keeps twenty
species and subspecies in his collection,
including three species of Grey Turacos.
Not only does Mossie keep these birds but
he has become very successful breeding
them. In 2008 he reared 72 babies, most
by hand. In 2009 46 babies were parentreared, a fantastic achievement.

Housing

Most Turacos seem to adapt well to
captivity. However, they are very territorial,
especially in captivity. Mossie has found
that the green Turacos (Tauraco family)
adapt and breed well as long as their
feeding and behavioural needs are met,
that is not more than one pair per aviary.
His aviaries for these species are 3m long x
1m wide x 2.10m high. The first metre is a
shelter with solid sides, back and roof. The
front of the shelter has a partition that starts
at the roof and extends down about 400mm.
This is probably the most important part of
the design. The wire platform on which

However, they are very territorial, especially in captivity. Mossie has found that the
green Turacos (Tauraco family) adapt and breed well as long as their feeding and
behavioural needs are met, that is not more than one pair per aviary.
the birds build their nests is fixed behind
this partition and this hides the nest from
any observer at the front of the aviary. The
flights then are partly covered by creepers.
These aviaries are used for the green and
purple families of Turacos and should be
considered to be the minimum size for
a single pair. European and American
successful breeders speak of aviaries
from 5m long x 1.2m wide x 2m high as a
minimum.
The Grey Turacos and Plantain-eaters
Mossie has found need much larger
aviaries. Fortunately they tolerate other
birds in the aviary (as long as they are not
of the Grey Turaco family) and Mossie has
a large Mulberry tree growing in each of
these aviaries where there are fruit pigeons
and other birds sharing the aviary with a
pair of Grey Turacos.
Because Turacos are so territorial one
even has to monitor the behaviour of pairs
in the smaller aviaries. Bonded pairs that
have bred before may begin a vicious fight,
usually the male attacking the female. If
they are not separated immediately the
attacked bird, usually the hen, will be
killed. In large planted aviaries it may be
possible for the hen to get away from the
male. When such an attack occurs Mossie
separates the pair for a couple of weeks
before trying them together again.

Feeding

As Turacos are arboreal frugivores a large
part of their diet must be fruit but not all.
Wild fruits are not sweet, soft and juicy as
our cultivated fruits are, so Mossie used a
lot of grated apple and adds to it chopped
banana, grated sweet potato and grated
carrots. Each pair then gets a heaped
tablespoon of soaked Avi-Plus Parrot
Maintenance pellets, he has also used
soaked Avi-Plus Mynah pellets. To soak
the pellets Mossie puts six cups of pellets
into a bucket and adds four cups of water.
He then stirs the pellets to wet them and
then lets them stand for half an hour to an
hour, until the water has been soaked up.
Mossie also feeds other fruits in season,
like grapes and most other seasonal fruits.
Pawpaw is especially valuable during the
breeding season. A fruit that Turacos
absolutely love are figs, both cultivated and
wild figs.

Conclusion

This is just an introduction to the Turaco
family. These birds deserve our attention
if they are to survive habitat destruction. If
the aviary and feeding is suitable they live
for a very long time in captivity with records
of birds over twenty years old still producing
fertile eggs. We will have another article
if readers are interested, in which we will
concentrate on the breeding of Turacos
both locally and overseas.
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PARROTS
Pair of Rednecked Amazons
at ACTP’s
breeding centre

World First Captive Breeding Delivers
Hope for Dominican Amazons;
Supports Decision to Initiate Ex Situ Safety Net Population
By ACTP
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“

On the 10th of May 2019 a significant
hatching occurred at the breeding
facility of the Association for the
Conservation of Threatened Parrots e.V.
(ACTP), located near Berlin, Germany; that
of the world’s first captive bred Red-necked
Amazon (Amazona arausiaca). “

Red-necked (A. arausiaca)(left) and St Vincent (A. guildingii)(right) Amazon
chicks hatched at ACTP

Turn the clock back a short 14 months to
the 17th of March 2018 and the emergency
transfer of 12 amazon parrots from the
island of Dominica to ACTP in Germany,
backed by the Government of Dominica
and the German CITES authority.
This emergency transfer was initiated in
response to the devastation brought upon
the populations of both of Dominica’s
endemic parrot species, the Red-necked
Amazon (A. arausiaca) and the Imperial
Amazon (A. imperialis) by Hurricane
Maria in September of 2017. Dominica
was struggling to come back from this
devastation, they needed help, trying to
care for the birds they held at their botanical
gardens, when at the same time their
people were in dire striates, this meant that
outside help was the only way to secure
the birds. It was recognised by both the
Government of Dominica and German
CITES authorities, that immediate action
was required in order to take the necessary
steps to help safeguard the survival of these
two species; therefore, the joint decision to
transfer the 12 parrots that were held at
the aviary within the Botanical Gardens in
Roseau, Dominica to ACTP’s state-of-theart psittacine breeding centre in Germany,
was taken. This decision was not taken
lightly, and as per all major conservation
actions, there was controversy, one
can never satisfy everyone. But as with
previous conservation decisions that have
saved species, they too were marred with
negative press until they proved their critics
wrong.
With the increasing threat imposed by
human induced climate change, and the
increase in the frequency of high category
hurricanes in the region, it is crucial,
to not only work on the in situ aspects
of the projects, but also on safety-net
populations, to safeguard these species
for generations to come. It is for this
reason that ACTP and the Governments of
Dominica, St Lucia and St Vincent, plus the
German CITES authorities, recognise the
ever-increasing need for ex situ safety-net
populations of the endemic parrots of these
islands to be established outside of the
Caribbean Region. It is also very clearly

Red-necked Amazon at ACTP

The world’s first captive bred Red-necked Amazons (Amazona arausiaca)
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Red-necked Amazon at ACTP
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recognised that ex situ conservation work
must take place hand-in-hand with in situ
conservation work; without a dedicated
and long-term commitment to both, efforts
to safeguard the future of these birds will
not be successful. Parrots are not the only
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family that suffers, Hurricane Matthew in
2016 caused the collapse of the Bahama
Nuthatch (Sitta insularis) from 2000
individuals to only 5. Hurricane Irma 2017
completely destroyed the native habitat of
Barbuda, the endemic Barbuda warbler

(Setophaga subita) is now under massive
risk of extinction with their population
dropping from an estimated 1000 - 2500
individuals to a number considered below
100 individuals.

Red-necked
Amazon at
ACTP

ACTP recognises that a new census of the
parrot species will be a crucial next step,
to get a better indication of the populations
of the species and show how critical these
projects are for the parrots of these islands.
In the end, our goal in the production of
a safety-net population starts with that
very important word “PRODUCTION” and
this is exactly what has happened here.
Remember this date, the 10th May 2019;
the “world first” breeding of the Red-necked
Amazon (A. arausiaca), and in such a short
time after their arrival at ACTP’s breeding
centre in Germany. We are of course very
pleased that we have been able to achieve
this incredible and unprecedented success
with this species, just 14 months after
their arrival at our breeding centre, having
been transferred to our care for this very
purpose. To be able to share this success
with the world, after it having been reported
that such success would be most unlikely
to occur, gives both, the Government of
Dominica and ACTP great confidence in
the decisions that have been taken so far
and also the future conservation of the
species. The successful pair produced
2 eggs in their clutch and the first egg
hatched on the 10th May, while the second
chick hatched on the 14th May 2019. All
the data related to this breeding event and
the future breeding events of this species
is being collected and will be published in
peer-reviewed journals.
Both chicks are doing well, along with
a chick of an amazon species from
Dominica’s sister Island, St Vincent.
We would like to thank the Commonwealth
of Dominica for their trust and all respective
authorities that made this important transfer
to our institution happen, along with all of
the others involved in this unprecedented
success.

Red-necked Amazon
at ACTP

Combined with our success with the
breeding of the St Vincent Amazon (A.
guildingii) at our facility in Germany and
the funding of in situ work on and training
of Forestry staff from the Caribbean
islands, we are further motivated by this
latest breeding success and look forward
to continuing our pioneering conservation
partnerships in the Caribbean Region.
www.avizandum.co.za
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PARAKEET
Moustache Parakeets do well on the same
mixture as Ringnecks. Avi-Plus Micronised
Grain mixed only with chopped vegetables
works extremely well. I don’t add anything
else – the manufacturer has already
added a High Protein / Mineral complex to
the formulation.

The Moustache
Parakeet and
its Mutations

By Louis Bothma

(Psittacula alexandri)
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Description

T

here are eight recognised subspecies of the Moustache Parakeet,
which can be divided into two
groups, namely:
1. The nominate Psittacula a. alexandri
as well as P.a. kangeanensis and P.a.
dammermani. In this group the upper and
lower mandibles of both males and females
are red, although the females’ beaks are
not as bright red as the males’, neither is
the pink on the breast of the female is as
bright as that of the male. The females can
also be distinguished from the males by
the pink stripe that runs from the chest to
under the ear. This stripe is not seen in the
male at all.
2. In the other five sub-species, the upper
mandible of the male is red while the lower
mandible is blackish. The females’ entire
beak is black. The pink stripe on the face is
also only present in the females. These five
sub-species are P. a. perionca, P.a.major,
P.a. cala, P.a. abbotti, P.a. fasciata.
There are a few more minor differences
between the species. As with most species
which have sub-species, the Moustache
Parakeet has been greatly hybridised in
captivity and it is no longer possible to
differentiate between the various subspecies in our aviaries.
These birds occur in a large natural range
in South-East Asia from Vietnam through
Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, northern
India, the Hainan island and into the south
of China. They also occur in Java and
the surrounding islands like Bali, Lombok
and Sumbawa. In nature, these parakeets
occur mostly in low-lying areas, seldom
higher than 2000 metres, and are relatively
abundant through most of their distribution
area. In the wild they eat seeds, nuts,
berries, nectar, flowers, and also cultivated
grains such as rice, which makes these
birds unpopular among farmers, with the
result that they are being eradicated in
areas where grain is farmed.
The Moustache has a shorter tail than
Ringnecks, with the result that they are just
33cm long as opposed to the Ringneck’s
40cm, although they weigh more, coming
in at 155 grams to 128 grams for a
Ringneck. The measurements here are
taken from P.a. fasciata since that is the
most common sub-species available in
South Africa.

Housing
Because

the

Moustache

Parakeet’s

Normal Moustache Parakeet
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natural habitat consists largely of dense
forests they are not very good flyers and
can therefore be kept in smaller aviaries
than the Australian parakeets. Cages of
2 metres long will work well, and hanging
cages and conventional cages work
equally well. Always bear in mind that a
cage can never really be too large.
Always take heating into account when
planning your cages. Don’t place your
nests too close to metal roofs because
overheated eggs never hatch and
overheated chicks die.

Breeding
In the wild these birds normally breed in
hollows of tree trunks or in branches of
large trees.
Nestboxes of 20cm x 20cm x 50cm deep
with an entrance hole of 7.5cm work
well. Place a layer of nesting material
approximately 7.5cm deep at the bottom
of the nest. The nesting material should
not be too light, as the eggs can sink into
it and be lost; this happens often with pine
shavings. Woodchips work best in my
experience. The female normally lays 4-5
eggs in September and October and she
will incubate them for 21 days before they
hatch. The babies stay in the nest for 6
weeks and can remain with the parents for
a long time as these birds seldom breed
twice in a season. If you are breeding with
a rare mutation, if the female won’t sit on
the eggs, or if she breaks the eggs, they
can be removed and hatched and raised
by foster parents. Provided that such
eggs are kept in a cool place and turned
twice a day, they can be kept for up to 14
days before they need to be placed under
another hen. Ringnecks make excellent
foster parents for Moustache chicks.
Hand rearing is also an option, but I don’t
recommend it.
Ring size is PVSA code F (7mm inner
diameter).

Feeding

Fallow Moustache Light Parakeet
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Moustache Parakeets do well on the same
mixture as Ringnecks. Avi-Plus Micronised
Grain mixed only with chopped vegetables
works extremely well. I don’t add anything
else – the manufacturer has already
added a High Protein / Mineral complex
to the formulation. Adding more minerals
or protein would make the mixture toxic.
No fruit is added since this makes the
mixture to moist, leading to fermentation
and mould. The sugar in the fruit also
encourages fermentation and could

entice bees. This mixture is given early
in the morning. Two hours after midday a
sprouted seed mix consisting of sunflower
and oats is given.

Mutations
As far as I am aware, only the following
mutations are available in South Africa:
Blue (Recessive), Turquoise (Recessive
but dominant over blue), Clearhead
Fallow (Recessive), and Bronze Fallow
(Recessive).
I have reservations over the naming of the
“Bronze Fallow”. The eye is a clear red in
the chicks in the nest, but it changes to
very close to normal as the bird matures,
which indicates rather a recessive Pallid
mutation. Now there are recessive Lutinos.
If we breed these “Bronze Fallows” to
them, we will soon find out the true nature
of this mutation.
As this article only covers recessive
mutations (and the Turquoise which is
dominant over Blue), I will only deal with
the inheritance of the relevant mutations.

Blue
Because the inheritance is recessive,
50% of the offspring will be male and 50%
female.

Fallow
This characteristic is also inherited
recessively and the result would be the
same as with Blue above.

Turquoise
Please note that Turquoise must here be
seen as what is sometimes known as Double
Factor (DF). Blue turquoise is occasionally
known as single factor. However, both of
these look like TURQUOISE. Below it can
be seen how, even though Turquoise on its
own is recessively inherited, it is dominant
over Blue.

Clearhead Fallow Moustache Parakeet
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PET BIRD

Mouth Markings
By Allison Beutel

“Mouth markings, targets, food guidescall them what you will, there is no
doubting that they are yet’ another
fascinating avian adaptation.”
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ave you ever wondered what those
brightly coloured, often iridescent,
mouth markings are that appear in
some avian species? There are different
theories regarding the importance of these
mouth markings or ‘targets’ as they are
sometimes called. They appear to be most
prominent in finch, cuckoo and parasitic
nestlings. Each species has a unique
pattern that can be easily seen on the
palate of a gaping chick.
Newly hatched young appear to be
all abdomen and head, with two large
eyes bulging against closed lids. Once
the bird lifts its head on its wobbly neck
and gapes, its open mouth reveals a
seemingly bottomless pit. On either side
of the mouth, extending from the corner
and tapering toward the tip of the bill, are
swollen flanges supplied with tactile nerve
endings. Touch one of these flanges and
the nestling’s mouth springs open with the
energy of a mechanical toy. The colours
in the area of the mouth are often bright
and contrasting-’food targets’ for the
parent birds. The flanges are white or vivid
yellow, the lining of the mouth often vibrant
red, orange or yellow. Some chicks have
coloured patterns on the roof of the mouth
or on the tongue.

The flanges are extremely sensitive so that, if for some reason a chick has ceased to
gape, the lightest touch of its beak flange will stimulate it to rear up and open its beak.

In nestlings confined to nests in cavities,
the colours around the mouth tend to be
more intense. The combination of the
nestling’s instant response to a touch on
the flanges and its colourful, patterned
mouth stimulates and guides the feeding
behaviour of the parent bird. Therefore, a
function of mouth markings might be to act
as ‘guides’ for the parent bird to find the
mouth of the young chick in a dark nest
cavity. The high-contrast marks are easily
seen and are sometimes accentuated
more by the light-coloured, fleshy flanges
or light-reflecting nodules, such as those
found on members of the finch family.
These high-contrast markings, combined
with head movements and begging cries,
may act as a trigger response to stimulate
the parent to feed the chicks.
Another function for the mouth markings,
and a possible reason why each
species has its own pattern, might be to
differentiate the chicks in the nest from
another (parasitic) species. Some birds
are able to distinguish and reject intruders
in their nest. It appears that individual
species may be hard-wired to recognise
mouth markings. This may be the reason

Newly hatched young appear to be all abdomen and head, with two large eyes bulging
against closed lids. Once the bird lifts its head on its wobbly neck and gapes, its open
mouth reveals a seemingly bottomless pit.
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Being able to identify a chick by its mouth markings can be an
asset for an aviculturist. Keepers can use mouth markings to
distinguish mixed clutches of chicks that have been fostered or to
identify a nest of unexpected chicks.

why some finch species are difficult to
foster.
Being able to identify a chick by its
mouth markings can be an asset for
an aviculturist. Keepers can use mouth
markings to distinguish mixed clutches
of chicks that have been fostered or to
identify a nest of unexpected chicks.
It is important, however, to realise that

mutations can have an effect on the colour
of mouth markings in finches. Often, the
dilution seen in the plumage is also seen
in the mouth colour and the markings.
White or Albino birds often lack any colour
at all in their mouth markings and this can
sometimes lead to chicks that lag behind
or that are not fed at all if mixed with chicks
with normal mouth markings.

Chicks beg for their food. Young Herring
Gulls (Larus argentatus), sitting in the
scrape on the ground that passes for a
nest, point their mouths at a red spot on
their parents’ beak. Even thrushes so
young that their eyes are not yet open will
suddenly crane their heads upwards and
open their beaks at the slightest vibration
that might suggest that one of their parents
has arrived with food. At this stage in

Often, the dilution seen in the plumage
is also seen in the mouth colour and the
markings. White or Albino birds often
lack any colour at all in their mouth
markings and this can sometimes lead
to chicks that lag behind or that are
not fed at all if mixed with chicks with
normal mouth markings.
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In nestlings confined to nests in cavities, the colours around the mouth tend to be more intense. The combination of the nestling’s
instant response to a touch on the flanges and its colourful, patterned mouth stimulates and guides the feeding behaviour of the parent
bird.
their lives, their gapes are a bright yellow
with swollen flanges and indicate to the
parents where the beautiful of food should
be delivered. The flanges are extremely
sensitive so that, if for some reason a chick
has ceased to gape, the lightest touch of
its beak flange will stimulate it to rear up
and open its beak.
Such a signal is more necessary for those
whose chicks sit deep in the recesses
of a hole. Gouldian Finches (Erythrura
gouldiae) nest in this way. They are the
most colourful of their family and so
presumably they are particularly sensitive
to colour. Their chicks certainly exploit it.
They have large knobs on each side in
the corners of their mouths which are an
opalescent green and blue and reflect light
filtering down into the depths of their nest
hole in such an effective way that they look
almost luminous.
Colourful gapes can tell parents more than

just the location and identity of their chicks.
They can also indicate which chicks have
been fed and which are still in need of a
meal. The gapes of some young passerines
are red, due to the blood in the vessels just
beneath the skin of the throat. But when the
chicks are given a meal, much of this blood
is diverted to their stomach to collect the
digested nourishment. The gapes of those
chicks that are still hungry are thus reddest
and it has been shown experimentally that
the parents use this difference in colour to
determine which of their brood will receive
the next delivery of food.
The chicks of birds-that, like the cuckoo,
dump their eggs in the nests of other
species-have to take account of this
signalling system if they are not to starve.
A newly hatched African whydah, whose
mother sneaked it into the nest of a waxbill,
seems an obvious interloper because it
is covered in mauve down, whereas the
young waxbills are naked and pink. But

the waxbill parents never see it like this.
As soon as one of them alights on the nest,
the young reach up with open mouths-all of
them appearing virtually identical, because
the young whydah has developed mouth
spots that closely mimic those of the young
waxbills.
The Screaming Cowbird (Molothrus
rufoaxillaris) of Argentina enhances its
mimicry even more profitably. It leaves its
eggs in the nests of several other species,
including those of other non-parasitic
cowbirds. All of its victims, however, have
chicks with plain red gapes. But the gape
of the young Screaming Cowbird is a far
more intense red and permanently so. In
consequence, they are always fed before
their foster parents’ own brood.
Mouth markings, targets, food guides-call
them what you will, there is no doubting
that they are yet’ another fascinating avian
adaptation.
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NUTRITION

Understanding
Calcium in Your Birds
By Dr Bob
Doneley

I

frequently hear bird keepers discussing
calcium requirements in their birds.
Whether it is an aviculturist preparing for
the breeding season, a pet bird owner with
a bird on an all-seed diet, or a handrearer
using a homemade diet, they are all
interested in, and concerned about, the
calcium levels in their birds’ diets. One
thing I have realised, however, is that many
people do not understand what calcium is,
what their birds need it for, how the body
uses it and what happens when there is too
little or too much in the diet. In this article I
want to remedy this situation.
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What is Calcium?

Calcium is a metal that, in nature, is bound
to other chemicals to form calcium saltswhich are then referred to as minerals.
Calcium can be bound to carbonate to
form calcium carbonate, an inorganic
salt that is found in limestone; to glucose
to form calcium gluconate, an organic
dietary supplement; to phosphate to form
hydroxylapatite, the mineral portion of
human and animal bones and teeth, and to
many other chemicals.
Calcium is essential for life. In birds it is

www.avizandum.co.za

used for:
• the structural strength we associate with
bones
• eggshell production and
• cellular physiology, where movement
of the calcium ion Ca2+ into and out of
the cytoplasm functions as a signal for
many cellular processes. In particular, it
is an essential component of the chemical
cycle of muscle contraction - including the
function of the heart.
From this you can start to gain an
appreciation of both the importance of

LIKE us
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Indian Ringnecks Basking in the sun. A lack of direct, unfiltered sunlight means that,
unless supplemented with vitamin D3 in its diet, a bird will be unable to absorb even
adequate amounts of dietary calcium.
calcium and the effect a deficiency - or an
excess can have.

Where Does Your Bird Get Calcium?

Birds can only obtain their calcium
requirements from their diet. Many people
still claim that seed is a natural diet for
birds and is all that they need. I hear this
comment almost every day-as unbelievable
as it sounds. The people who say this forget
two things. Firstly, birds did not evolve on
a diet of ripened agricultural grain and,
secondly, wild birds eat a wide range of
foods. It is only comparatively recently
that parrots, in particular, have been able
to take advantage of the extra food offered
by human agricultural practices. Michael
Stanford, a UK veterinarian noted for his
research on calcium metabolism in Grey
Parrots writes: ‘The main habitat for Grey
Parrots is both primary and secondary
lowland moist forest including the edges
and clearings. The birds have been found

on mangrove swamps and cultivated land.
Although Grey Parrots visit savannah
woodland to feed they are mainly found in
lowland tropical forests. They congregate
in large flocks, generally preferring very
tall trees for roosting and feeding. A typical
roosting site would be a raphia palm
fringing a river. The flexibility of raphia
palm branches and the border of water
are thought to reduce the risk of nocturnal
predation. The natural diet of the Grey
Parrot comprises seeds, nuts, fruits and
berries obtained from the top of the tree
canopy. They are known to prefer palm oil
fruits Elaeis guinensis but do not eat the
stone. They have been known to perform
geophagy-the consumption of soil-in forest
clearings and quartz has been found in the
stomach contents of these birds on postmortem. This practice of geophagy may
allow mechanical enhancement of the
digestive tract and the release of minerals
to supplement inadequate nutrition. Soil
www.avizandum.co.za
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Firstly, birds did not evolve on a diet of ripened agricultural grain and, secondly, wild birds eat a wide range of foods. It is only
comparatively recently that parrots, in particular, have been able to take advantage of the extra food offered by human agricultural
practices.
may also buffer intestinal pH allowing
vitamins and minerals to be more efficiently
absorbed. Finally, the soil may reduce the
toxicity of a diet either by altering mucous
secretion in the intestine or by reducing the
toxicity of certain plant foods.’
From this, the reader should note the wide
range of foods consumed by wild Grey
Parrots, a situation reflected by all parrots
in their attempt to meet all their nutritional
requirements. Simply put, birds maintained
on an all-seed diet will become calcium
deficient.
There are other factors, however, that
affect the availability and absorption of
calcium from the diet:
• The solubility of the calcium influences its
absorption across the gut wall
It is increased in an acidic environment, ie
the stomach, but decreased by foods high
in fat, such as seed and nuts, and in oxalic
acids such as carrots and spinach. Up to
70% of dietary calcium can be absorbed
from the gut in the laying hen, contrasting
with humans who can only absorb 10-20%.
For this reason, calcium levels in the diet
should not exceed 0.7%.
• The presence of phosphorous in the diet
Phosphorous is found in many foods, but it
is particularly high in seeds and many nuts-
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sometimes at levels 10-15 times higher
than calcium. As calcium and phosphorous
are absorbed across the gut wall by the
same mechanism, they compete with
each other for absorption. If there is more
phosphorous than calcium, then less
calcium will be absorbed. It is not good
enough to just look at the calcium content
of a food-it must be balanced against the
levels of phosphorous.

Vitamin D3 is essential in calcium
metabolism

It increases the absorption of calcium and
phosphorous, and reduces its excretion
through the kidneys. It is not usually found
in the diet of birds but, rather, it is produced
in the skin under the influence of ultraviolet
(UVB) light. It has been suggested that,
in birds, this process occurs when the
oil of the uropygial gland is spread over
the feathers and irradiated by UV light
before the vitamin is orally ingested during
preening.
It is evident from this that foods high in fat
and phosphorous, such as seed and nuts,
can actually reduce the amount of calcium
absorbed across the gut. A lack of direct,
unfiltered sunlight means that, unless
supplemented with vitamin D3 in its diet, a
bird will be unable to absorb even adequate
amounts of dietary calcium.

www.avizandum.co.za

Newly hatched chicks are slightly different.
The calcium for the bone development
of the embryo comes from the yolk up to
around day eight of incubation and then,
from day 10 onwards, mainly from the
eggshell. To mobilise the calcium from
the yolk requires vitamin D3. If vitamin D
metabolism is inadequate then calcification
of the embryonic beak occurs-so they
cannot hatch-or failure of normal bone
development which means that the embryo
cannot get into the correct position for
embryonic respiration. If the chick is able
to hatch, it may have weak or deformed
bones before it has its first feed. Excessive
dietary vitamin D3, on the other hand,
can result in excessive absorption of
calcium-this excess can precipitate out
in the kidneys and muscles, leading to
death. It is therefore obvious that the early
development of the embryonic bones is
heavily dependant on parental nutrition.
Get this wrong and you will have weak
chicks with soft bones.

How Calcium is Regulated in the Body

Calcium levels in the blood are usually
maintained within a relatively narrow
range, however, about one-third of
plasma calcium is bound to protein and is
biologically inactive, ie the bird cannot use
it because it cannot pass through the blood
vessel walls. Total calcium concentration

is markedly influenced by plasma protein
concentrations-for example, plasma protein
concentration rises during egg production
and so do total calcium levels.
The remaining unbound calcium is called
ionised or ‘free’ calcium. This ionised
calcium is physiologically active, and
is used in bone formation, eggshell
production and muscle contraction. The
percentage of total calcium that is ionised
varies, but is usually between 20-60%.
Only ionised calcium can be affected by
calcium regulating hormones.
This hormonal regulation can be quite
complex, involving parathyroid hormone
(PTH), calcitonin, to a lesser extent, and
oestrogen.
A decrease in plasma calcium levels,
due to insufficient levels in the diet or an
increased demand such as during egg
production, triggers PTH secretion.
This causes:
• mobilisation of calcium from bone
• increased absorption of calcium from the
gut
• reabsorption of calcium from the urine
• increased secretion of phosphorous in the
urine and
• increased production of active vitamin D3.
The result of these combined actions is an
increase in the plasma calcium levels. If the
bird is being fed a calcium deficient diet,
this mobilisation of calcium from the bones
can lead to structural weakness and even
broken bones.
Reproductively active hens need extra
calcium for two reasons-to form eggshells
and to deposit calcium in the yolk for the
developing embryo to utilise-as described
above. Oestrogen, produced by the ovary,
has two effects on calcium metabolism.
Firstly, about 2-3 weeks before egg laying
commences, extra calcium is absorbed
from the diet and stored in the bone marrow
of the long bones, such as the femur and
tibia. This readily mobilised source of
calcium, called ‘medullary bone’, serves
as a reservoir for eggshell production from
which about 40% of the required calcium
is obtained-the other 60% comes from
the diet. As the demand for this calcium
increases, PTH mobilises it from the bone
and increases absorption from the diet.
To move the calcium from the bone and
gut to the ovary and oviduct, there is an
oestrogen-modulated increase in blood
protein and, consequently, an increase in
blood calcium levels. It is important to note
that most of this increased calcium is bound
to protein and is therefore unavailable to
the bird. Measuring blood calcium levels
will therefore give the illusion that the bird
has normal calcium levels when, in fact,
it may be quite deficient. Therefore total
blood calcium measurement cannot be

Birds can only obtain their calcium requirements from their diet. Many people still claim
that seed is a natural diet for birds and is all that they need.
as a shifting lameness. Eventually the
bones may become so thin and soft that
they break with a heavy landing or fall.

used to diagnose calcium deficiencies.

What Happens if My Bird Doesn’t Get
Enough Calcium?

The extent and severity of the effects of a
calcium deficiency are determined by both
the absolute level of deficiency present,
and the age and sex of the bird and,
therefore, its calcium requirements.
Young growing birds-especially those
whose parents were fed a calcium deficient
diet-are particularly sensitive to the effects
of a calcium deficiency. Inadequate levels
of vitamin D3 or an improper calcium
to phosphorus ratio in the diet leads to
impaired mineralisation of bone which
results in thinning and weakening of the
bones and excessive growth of the cartilage
at the end of the bones. This causes painful
deformities throughout the skeleton,
especially in the legs, wings, spine, skull
and beak (rubber beak). In addition, the
chick may have difficulty breathing or a
rapid respiratory rate because of poor
rib strength and infolding of ribs. This is
a difficult condition and one that avian
veterinarians find particularly frustrating
because it is so easily preventable with a
good diet.
Older birds on a calcium deficient diet may
develop osteomalacia. Chronic calcium
deficiency causes the bones to thin and
weaken causing pain which is often seen

Hens on a calcium deficient diet may
become eggbound. This is a combination of
soft-shelled eggs and muscular weakness,
leading to an inability to push an egg out
of the oviduct-a potentially lifethreatening
condition.
Another problem, more common in colder
climates where birds are kept indoors, is
the Hypocalcaemic Syndrome found in
Grey Parrots.
Studies have shown that these birds have
significantly lower calcium, albumin and
total protein concentrations compared to
many other parrots. This is compounded
by the finding that demineralisation of the
skeleton to maintain normal calcium levels
does not occur as in many other species.
Therefore inadequate calcium levels in
the diet or a lack of vitamin 03 can lead
to low blood calcium levels. As a result
the nerve transmission in the muscles is
affected and these birds begin to have fits
or convulsions.

How Do We Diagnose a Calcium
Deficiency?
A history of poor diet and/or a lack of
sunlight, combined with clinical signs
suggestive of ‘bone pain’ or deformity, can
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African Grey. Although Grey Parrots visit savannah woodland to feed they are mainly
found in lowland tropical forests. They congregate in large flocks, generally preferring
very tall trees for roosting and feeding.
raise a clinical suspicion of the presence of
a calcium deficiency. This can be confirmed
simply, and reliably, with an x-ray of the
bird’s skeleton.
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Measurements of the blood calcium
levels can be taken, but a total calcium
level may be misleading-ionised calcium
also needs to be measured and this is a
difficult and expensive test which is usually
only performed for Grey Parrots showing
neurological signs such as convulsions.
Providing Calcium in your Bird’s Diet
Hopefully you will now understand what
calcium is, how it is used, and how it is
controlled in the body. You will appreciate
that seed is not a good source of calcium
and that its high fat and phosphorous
content may limit the availability and
absorption of calcium from the diet. And
you will now know what happens to birds
when they don’t get enough calcium in their
diet. So, how do we get calcium into our
birds?
The easiest, simplest and most reliable
means is to feed a reputable formulated diet
all-year-round as the base food item. This
can, be supplemented with vegetables,
fruit and even a small amount of seed,
however, if it is about 60-80% of your bird’s
daily intake, you do not have to worry about
calcium supplementation.
Alternatively, you can supplement with
calcium powder or syrup of which there are
a variety of forms available-from calcium
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carbonate powder to palatable syrups
containing both calcium and vitamin 03.
Remember that if you are feeding a seedbased diet this supplementation has to be
done all-year-round-not just in the breeding
season. Don’t worry about the extra calcium
requirements for egg laying-the influence of
oestrogen will see more calcium absorbed
across the gut and stored in the bones as
discussed above.
Simply providing a cuttlefish or calcium
blofk in your bird’s cage is no guarantee that
the bird is getting its calcium requirements.
The bird may not eat it, or may even destroy
the cuttlefish without consuming it.
Remember also that calcium alone is not
enough. Your bird also needs vitamin D3
to absorb the calcium from its diet. This
must be provided by putting it in their food,
or by allowing access to direct, unfiltered
sunlight for one hour, 4-5 times weekly.
Be careful not to over-supplement either
calcium or vitamin D3. This can lead
to excessive calcium absorption and
deposition of calcium in the kidneys, gut
wall and other organs leading to disease,
and even death.
Calcium deficiency is a frustrating disease
which can be so easily prevented.
The consequences can be physically
devastating for the individual bird and, in
many cases, emotionally devastating to the
bird owner. Consult your avian veterinarian
early for appropriate levels of calcium and
vitamin 03 to add to your bird’s diet.
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BUDGIES & COCKATIELS

R5000.00. Contact Nelius De Bruyn on
0731847112 / neliusdebruyn@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: Hand reared - 1 blue
budgie; 2 red eyed albino budgies; 3
cockatiels. Not hand reared - 15 cockatiels
various mutations. 1 red rump male; 1 grey
Ringneck; 8 Lovebirds; It is a urgent sale as
I need the cages for bigger parrot breeding
pairs. Prices are negotiable. Contact Alicia
on 0739796113 / birdhaven09@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: 1-0-0 Adult Palm
Cockatoo, Beautiful bird. R70 000.00.
Contact Flip Small on 0834528755 /
pjsmall@absamail.co.za (Polokwane)

For sale/Te koop: COCKATIEL BABIES
R200.00 EACH; WHITE R300.00 EACH;
EXTRA R500 AIRFEES AND BOX.
PHALABORWA
LIMPOPO.
Contact
JAN ADENDORFF on +27827649369 /
borwamotors@lantic.net

For sale/Te koop: 1-0 sulphur Crested
Cockatoo (7 years old, he is an aggressive
male) R5500.00. (Pietermaritzburg) Please
contact 0845863094

For sale/Te koop: Hand reared: 1 blue
budgie; 2 red eyed albino budgies; 3
cockatiels. Not hand reared: 15 cockatiels
various mutations. 1-0 red rump; 1 grey
Ringneck; 8 Lovebirds. It is a urgent sale as
I need the cages for bigger parrot breeding
pairs. Prices are negotiable. Contact Alicia
on 0739796113 / birdhaven09@gmail.com

COCKATOOS
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Galah (2018 c/b
p/r) R10 000.00; 0-1 Galah (2018 c/b p/r)

For sale/Te koop: Blue fronted Amazons
(2017) pair R9000.00. Contact Lene Lello
on 0713631149 / lenelello@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 Galahs (2018, p/r,
6 maande oud) R5000.00 elk. ek is van
BLOEMHOF. Contact Jan Cornelius on
0825767679 / jancornelius0@gmail.com

CONURES
For sale/Te koop: 1 Sun conure baby for
sale R1500.00. Durban area. Contact Pet
Purr’fect on 067 685 3334 / petpurrfectsa@
gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Blue Headed Conures
(2017, s/s, c/b, unrelated) R2750.00 per
pair; 2-0 Jendaya Conure (s/s) R1500.00

each; 2-0 Jendaya Conure (2018, s/s, c/b)
R1500.00 each; 1-0 Finsch Conure (s/s,
c/b) R1500.00 each. Contact Glenn Hatfield
on 0814432474 / pottief@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 0-1 mature pineapple
conure R600.00; 2-2 maroon belly conures
(2018 c/b) R3800.00 p/p; 2-2 rose crowned
conures (2018 c/b) R3800.00 p/p. Contact
Stella, Tel 0723439866 Durban.
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Crimson belly
breeding male. Cape Town. Calls only.
Contact Greg Simon on 0844210808 /
ridwaanpetersen@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 4-3 Sun conures
(s/s, c/b, 2018 birds) R1500.00 each.
Contact claudette on 0612919833 /
claudettechetty4@mail.com
For sale/Te koop: 5-4 sun conures (2018
birds, s/s, c/b) R1500.00 each. Phoenix
Durban. Contact marshall on 0612919833
/ cchetty222@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr Hoffmans
R3500.00; 0-1 mature breeding hen (male
died) R1700.00. Contact Greg Simon
0844210808 calls only (Cape Town).
For sale/Te koop: 5-4 sun Conures
(2018 birds, s/s, c/b, just dewormed)
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R1500.00 each. pick up only. (Phoenix
Durban). Contact marshall/Claudette on
0612919833 / cchetty222@gmail.com
Wanted/Gesoek: 1-0 Patagonian Conure.
Contact Merisha on 0832008719 / nero.
merisha@gmail.com

Manufacturers of Stainless Steel
Avian Identification Rings for Parrots
* Solid (seamless) top grade, stainless steel rings
* Non-corrosive, indestructable, everlasting
*Narrow width with inside and outside edges
smoothed by machine
*No chaffing of leg or callous formation as seen with
inferior rings
*Neat deeply stamped, black, personalised initials
and numbering with optional year date
*Hand polished, professional finish
*Sizes from 5 to 16 mm ID
*Recommended by respected aviculturists
*Friendly service with speedy National
and International postal or courier dispatch
“By far the best rings I have seen in SA.
Every serious breeder should be using them.”
William Horsﬁeld
Amazona Endangered Parrot Breeding Facility

LILLIAN DAVIS
Tel (031) 768 1111 / Fax (031) 768 1754
e-mail: Ltbird@eastcoast.co.za

For sale/Te koop: Brpr Pineapple x yellow
sided Conures R700.00 p/p; Brpr Green
cheek conures - Pineapple R700.00 p/p;
Sun Conures R4000.00 p/p. Contact Lene
Lello on 0713631149 / lenelello@gmail.
com
For sale/Te koop:
MAROON-BELLIED CONURES: 2-0.
(2018); 1-0 c/b; 1-0 u/b. Onverwant/
Unrelated. s/s. R1000.00 elk/ea. Lugvrag
ohb/Airfreight neg. R. Schoeman, GEORGE
Lughawe. 0829418814 (WhatsApp).
For
sale/Te
koop:
HOFFMAN’S
CONURES: 1-1 (2017/2018). 1-0 c/b. 0-1
u/b. s/s. Onverwant/Unrelated. R4000.00
Lugvrag of koerier ingesluit/Airfreight or
courier incuded. CRIMSON-BELLIED
CONURES: 1-1 (2018). c/b. 1-0 s/s. 0-1
DNA. onverwant/unrelated. R7500.00
Lugvrag of koerier ingesluit/Airfreight
or courier incuded. ROSE-CROWNED
CONURES: 1-1 (2018). c/b. DNA. Verwant/
related. R4200.00 Lugvrag of koerier
ingesluit/Airfreight or courier incuded. R.
Schoeman. GEORGE Airport. 0829418814
(WhatsApp).

DOVES, FINCHES & SOFTBILLS
For sale/Te koop: 8x white headed buffalo
weavers en 1 Rufus tailed weaver alles vir
R10000.00 of te ruil vir ander voels. Contact
willem van de kamp on 0832045654 /
willemvdkamp@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 10-10 Borderkanaries
skougehalte R400.00 per paar. Skakel
Hennie 0824145435. (Pretoria).
For sale/Te koop: Zebra vinke: 1-1 Rooi
bors paar R150.00; 4-0 normaal manne
R30.00 elk; 1-1 Vol bruinbors paar R150.00;
0-1 Vol rooibors wyfie R200.00; 1-1 Vol
rooibors paar R700.00; 0-1 Pied diamant
duif wyfie R200.00. Contact Franco on
0738659250 / venterfranco7@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-150 Grasvinke (< 1
jaar oud) R 100 elk (ongesex); Grassfinch
(< 1 year old) R100 ea (unsexed).
Split Cinnamon gemeng / mixed.
Contact Piet Marais on 082 575 2763 /
maraiskonstruksie@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: Have an entire flock
of Gouldian finches: 0-4 Normal WB
R300,00 R1 200,00; 4-0 Normal WB
R200,00 R800,00; 0-9 Normal PB R300,00
R2 700,00; 8-0 Normal PB R200,00 R1
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600,00; 0-3 Yellow PB R450,00 R1 350,00;
1-0 Yellow WB R350,00 R350,00; 4-0
Yellow PB R450,00 R1 800,00; 0-8 Normal
WB R300,00 R2 400,00; 4-0 Normal WB
(1 can’t fly) R200,00 R600,00; 0-12 Normal
PB R300,00 R3 600,00; 0-1 Normal WB
R300,00 R300,00; 12-0 Normal PB (1
can’t fly) R200,00 R2200,00; Or what
offers? Total: R18 900.00. WB - White
breasted / PB - Purple breasted. Contact
Glen Menyennett on +0114752907 /
Glenmenyennett@yahoo.com
For sale/Te koop: Red Factor en German
Roller Canarys (Baie mooi en gesond
-2018/19 gebroei, meeste manne gering)
ook broedparen Jong voels R175.00
broedparen R400.00 p/p.
Henk 072
0215681 (Krugersdorp)
For sale/Te koop: Gouldians. All possible
split for Blue. Young mature birds ready
to breed R560.00 per pair. Cape Town.
Can airfreight. Contact Mr Wilson on
0710847271 / jaspershadow00@gmail.
com
For sale/Te koop: Roller/Tumbler pigeons:
Strong Show quality Dewormed, ID tagged,
flea&tick checked etc. R100-R600.00
Whatsapp for more info cher Ami boerdery.
Contact Lize on 0725702174
Wanted/Gesoek: 0-1 Spice finch hen; 0-1
Blue cap hen; 0-1 Orange cheek hen; 0-1
Peter Twinspot hen; 1-0 lavender cock.
Contact Andre van Rooyen on 0832605716
/ andrevanrooyen03@gmail.com

GAMEBIRDS, PHEASANTS & WATERFOWL
For sale/Te koop: 50 Californian quails;
60 Chinese quails; 30 coturnix quails; 10
singing quails; 3 pairs melanistic pheasants;
2 incubators; 4 post hatching cages; 2 post
hatching cages; 1 storage cage for quails.
included all feeders and waterbowls.
R40000.00 negotiable. Contact lana lubbe
on 0710077062 / lanalubbe@yahoo.com
For sale/Te koop: young mute swans
R7000.00 p/p; 1-0 adult mute swan
R4000.00; 1-0 black swan R2250.00;
1-1 black swan R4500.00; greylag geese
R5000.00 for 2 pairs; blue winged geese
[2017] R3500.00p/p; 0-1 blue winged
goose R1000.00; 0-1 orinoco R500.00;
0-1 magellan goose R2000.00; 1-1 white
chinese geese R1700.00; 1-0 bahama
R400.00; 2-0 chiloe wigeon R750.00 each;
golden pheasant adult R1500.00 p/p;
golden young R1000.00 p/p; lady amherst
pheasant R1500.00 p/p; yellow golden
R1000.00 p/p; black throated golden
pheasant R1500.00p/p; lineated kalij
R3500.00p/p; silver pheasant R1200.00p/p;
ringnecked
pheasant
R1000.00p/p;
white ringnecked R1750.00p/p; chukar

partridge R1800.00p/p; red jungle fowl
R750.00p/p; white malay game chicken
R750.00p/p; golden seabright R500.00p/p.
wanted;peafowl,pheasants,0-2 reeves,1-0
paradise
shelduck,1-0
magellan
goose. Contact willem van de kamp on
0832045654 / willemvdkamp@gmail.com
Wanted/Gesoek: Pair of rare African Blue
Quail / African Painted Quail (Coturnix
adansonii).If you have, know someone
who has or may have in the future please
email. Urgently required for a university
study. Happy to return birds afterwards
if needed. Contact Francis on / francis.
sands@yahoo.com
For sale/Te koop: Jong Silwer fisant pare
R700.00 p/p; Jong Goue fisante R800.00
p/p; Volwasse Lady Amherst manne
R500.00 stuk; Volwasse Siamese Fireback
man R1750.00; Jong Kenia Crested
tarentale later beskikbaar R2500.00 p/p.
ook te ruil vir Reeves, Roul Rouls en ander
fisante. Contact Jaco on 0828040623 /
jacoramsauer@compnet.co.za
For sale/Te koop: Ducks - 12-12 Cinnamon
mandarins R550.00 p/p; 3-0 Carolinas
R150.00 each; 1-0 Chestnut teal R350.00;
2-2 Fulvous whistling R450.00 p/p. Contact
Arno on 0834050681 / arnomarais0120@
gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 2-0 male White Mute
Swans (5 months old) R3000.00 each.
Contact Pieter Tolmay on 0833900981 /
lynette.tolmay777@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: Jong Silwer fisante
R700.00 per paar; Jong volwasse Siamese
Fireback man R2000.00; Twee Volwasse
Lady Amherst manne R500.00 stuk. Jong
Kenia Crested pare vir R2500.00 per paar.
Ook te ruil vir sekere soorte ander fisante.
Kontak 0828040623.
For sale/Te koop: 60 Brown Muscovy
ducks, R50.00 each. Contact Georg on
0825716184 / georg@lvpoptoms.co.za
(East Rand)
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Red Gold Brp
R1500.00 p/p; 4-4 Red Gold young
R900.00 p/p; 4-4 Lady Amhers young
R900.00 p/p; 1-0 Silver Pheasant young
R450.00 p/p. Gert Coetzee 072 434 8573.

LOVEBIRDS
For sale/Te koop: 14 breeding pairs love
birds Excellent breeders; 14-14:0 plus
breeding nest boxes - Price: R280.00 per
pair for sale 15 young and matured single
love birds; 0.0.15 Price: 100.00 each.
From: Mr James Harley Rondebosch
East Cape Town Cell No: 084 455 3552
Excluding - Transport and Air freight and
courier services Nb: only contact can be

received by 084 455 3552. Please from
9am-9pm Weekdays and weekends..
For sale/Te koop: 50 Lovebirds + 12 Nest
boxes available. Peach face and different
colour mutations. Breeding pairs and
single birds. 0-0-50 excellent fertile good
breeders all birds unsexed R4900.00
Excluding Transport and Airfreight. Edward
Harley 0844553552. Rondebosch East

INDIAN RINGNECKS
For sale/Te koop: 3 ring necks, 1 yellow
head cinnamon & 2 rainbows. will breed
2019, incl cage R3000.00. Contact Susan
on 0847962807 / susansanichara@gmail.
com
For sale/Te koop: Ring necks mature pairs 1 brpr df violet pair; 3 brpr violet pied pairs.
Contact Shaun on 0711748054 / adelec@
live.co.za

LORIES & LORIKEETS
For sale/Te koop: 2-0 Red Collar (2018, s/s,
c/b) R3500.00 ea; 1-0 Mollucan Red (2018
s/s c/b) R3250.00 ea; 0-1 Lorius (2018 s/s
c/b) R4250.00 each; 0-1 Swainson (2018
s/s c/b) R2500.00 each; 1-0 Swainson
(2018 s/s c/b) R2500.00 each; 1-1 Forsten
(2018 s/s c/b) R6000.00 per pair (female
not c/b); 1-0 Yellow Streak (2018 s/s c/b)
R5500.00 ea; 1-0 Chattering (2018 s/s c/b)
R4250.00 ea. Contact Glenn Hatfield on
0814432474 / pottief@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 0-1 rainbow lorikeet
R1800.00. Contact Esmeralda Welthagen
on 0828880513 / firstline@tucweb.co.za
Wanted/Gesoek: 1-0 Green nape lorikeet
male (Mature if possible or young will also
be OK. Must be rung and sexed). Eshowe
kzn. Whatsapp 0623295803.

MACAWS
For sale/Te koop: 3-3 brpr B&G Macaws; 1-1
brpr Military Macaws; 1-1 brpr Greenwing
Macaws; 1-1 brpr Scarlet Macaws;
3-3 Hyacinth Macaws; 1-0 Greenwing
Macaw; 1-0 Redfronted Macaw. Dr Grey
& Certificates. Contact Corne Barnard on
0784764400 / cbarnardconsulting@gmail.
com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr Blue & Gold
Macaws (s/s) R45 000.00 per pair. Contact
Glenn Hatfield on 0814432474 / pottief@
gmail.com
Wanted/Gesoek: 1-0 Hahns macaw(c/b, 3-4
years). Contact Christelle on 0763124438 /
lperasmus63@gmail.com

AVIAN VET DIRECTORY
GAUTENG (JOHANNESBURG)
Dr. S. Le Goff (Edenvale)............011 0197600
Dr. P. Yenketsamy (Bryanston).....011 706 1381
Dr P. Stapelberg (Radiokop)...... 011 475 8680
Dr C. de Kramer (K/dorp) ........ 011 660 3110
GAUTENG (PRETORIA)
Dr D. Elliot (Onderstepoort) ..... 012 529 8105
Dr. S. Steyn (Onderstepoort)......012 529 8105
Dr D. Greyling (Centurion) ....... 082 778 8417
MPUMALANGA
Dr Q. Otto (Nelspruit)............. 013 790 0850
NORTH WEST
Dr A. Smit (Ottosdal) .............. 018 571 0337
KWAZULU NATAL
Dr T. Kaldenberg (Kloof) .......... 031 764 0588
Dr. Odendaal (Kloof)............... 031 764 0588
Dr. K. Easson (Dbn North)........ 031 563 6565/6
Dr. Oliver Tatham (pmb)...........033 342 4698
EASTERN CAPE
Dr P. Wood (East London) ........ 043 735 1456
WESTERN CAPE
Dr R. Nischk (Parow) .............. 021 558 1625
Dr Joubert (Blaauberg) ........... 021 557 6197
Dr A. Coetzee (Yzerfontein) ..... 078 417 4477
Dr D. de Beer (Paarl) .............. 021 875 5063
Dr T. Dicks (Fish Hoek) ............ 021 785 4482
Dr M. Barron (Diep River) ........ 021 712 5103
Dr F. Goedhals (Strand) ........... 021 854 7037
Dr. B. van Huysteen (Panorama). 012 930 6632
Dr. F. Graaff (Mossel Bay)..........044 695 1086
FREE STATE
Dr Marshall (Welkom) ............. 057 392 2971
LIMPOPO
Dr. K. Coetzee (Phalaborwa)......015 781 7894
Dr. G.J. Scheepers (Phalaborwa).015 781 0653
Dr B K Kellerman .......... 015-781 6899 / 7519
This is a free directory offered by Avizandum.
If you know of any avian vets that should be
listed here, or if any of this information is
incorrect, please email us on
adverts@dennisonpublishing.co.za

www.avizandum.co.za
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E COETZEE

PHARMACY
72 York Street, George

tel 044 874 3188
fax 044 873 5216
STOCKISTS OF AVI-PRODUCTS,
FEEDS & SUPPLEMENTS
AND MEDICINE FOR BIRDS

Bird Drinking
Nipples

ORDER
ONLINE
NOW
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For sale/Te koop: 0-2 Blue and Gold
Macaws (Four months old, Eating on
own) R8500.00 each. Contact Johan
0836584215. (Capetown)
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 Beautiful Blue &
Gold Macaw Babies available (2 feeds per
day) R10000.00 each. Pretoria. Contact
Andre on 0826533496 / andb@absamail.
co.za
For Sale/ Te Koop: 0-0-3 Hand Raised
Scarlet Macaw Chicks. (been weaned,
excellent Condition). I’m having them
sexed, will provide details. R20 000.00
each. Photo’s available. Contact Jock Wolff
0824505005 / jockwolff@mweb.co.za
(Pretoria East)
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 Blue and Gold
Macaws (2018, 16 weeks old, h/r and
c/b) R9000.00 each neg. 1-2 Blue fronted
amazons (2018, c/b, s/s parent reared)
R2500.00 each. Not related. 2-2 2018
Galahs (s/s, c/b, parent reared, not related)
R9000.00 Per pair. Contact Jan Mienie on
0824791947 / mienieca1@gmail.con
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Hahn’s Macaw
(s/s, 2003) ek soek R1500.00 vir hom.
Contact stephan van zyl on 0840628214 /
stephan4carla13@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: Tame blue gold Macaw
approx. (10 years) R10 500.00 includes
the cage it’s used to. Contact Allain on
0813949110 / allaintaylor34@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 MATURE BRPR
BLUE AND GOLD MACAW (10 YEARS,
UNRELATED
PAIR,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION), EXCELLENT PAIR, GOOD
INVESTMENT FOR MACAW LOVERS
R40 000.00 FOR PAIR. CONTACT
ZAHEER ON 082 648 3866 SITUATED IN
KZN (STANGER).
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-3 Blue and Gold
macaws (2 feeds a day, in an outside cage
already) R8500.00 each. 0-0-2 Greenwing
macaws (2 feeds a day) R19 000.00 each.
Contact Georg on 0825716184 / georg@
lvpoptoms.co.za (East Rand)
For sale/Te koop: Macaw hand reared
chick, close banded R9 000.00. Phone Bob
Miles (Pretoria) 082 569 4895 or 012 379
3969.

SA Love Pets ................................................ 25,50
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For sale/Te koop: Wooden Brooders
R300.00. Contact Lene Lello on
0713631149 / lenelello@gmail.com
INCUBATORS, various models, www.
brinsea.co.uk suitable for all fowl, parrots,
ducks, quail, pheasants. Contact Namibian/
Angolan Agent, Sergio Lopes +264-67-

www.avizandum.co.za

221686, lisboa@iway.na, +264-81 253
7000
For sale: Buddy Digital Egg Monitors.
This machine is portable and gives you
the heart rate on any fertile egg. If you
have chicks that are battling to hatch, this
monitor can help you save those chicks.
New stock arrived R4 500.00 VAT and
courier incl. For more information contact
Phillip Lawrence on 058 303 3284 / 082
770 2670 (Bethlehem)
For sale: Incubator parts. Thermostats
from R169.00. Hydrometers, fans and
thermometers. Contact Russell on 083 285
4410
YouTube Business videos: Specialist bird
breeders, clubs and dealers can now use
an exciting new online way to market their
birds and services. Follow the international
trend. Have a 3 to 7 minute YouTube video
made to market your birds or club. No
website development costs, no monthly
hosting costs, no monthly search engine
optimisation costs. All that you need is
an e mail address and a budget to pay
for a once off YouTube Business video
production cost. Once the YouTube video
is completed it will be uploaded and work
24 / 7 - 365 days a year for you on a global
basis. Production time takes approximately
2 to 3 weeks and costs range from R 8500.
For more information contact Eelco Meyjes
at 082 457 4936 or e mail editor@avitalk.
co.za
For sale: Grumbach Incubators for Parrots,
Pheasants, Water-fowl and Reptiles.
Hatchers, Intensive Care Units and Brooders
also available. New computerised, digital,
fully automatic Incubators now available.
Extremely accurate temperature and
humidity control. The only Incubator that
can cool down if the temperature in your
bird room rises. New digital, programmable
Hatchers available. Servicing and repairs
undertaken. Spare Parts in stock. Over
800 Grumbach Incubators in operation in
South Africa. Contact Phillip Lawrence on
058 303 3284 / 082 770 2670 (Bethlehem)
Unique new service in South Africa.
Make sure when next you attend a major
convention you have the best business
card available. Have your own PRIVATE
COLLECTION DVD / video made of your
own special collection of exotic birds
or bird farm. Invest in a professionally
made DVD / video to help market your
birds and breeding facilities both locally
and internationally. each; DVD takes
approximately 3 to 6 months to make and
should include at least one breeding cycle
to help demonstrate and give credibility to
your bird breeding skills. Costs include:
Research, Scriptwriting, Filming, Lighting,
Editing, Voice narration, Packaging and
Music design. Costs range from R45,000

and are determined according the scale,
locality, variety and number of species
and their required nesting and diets to be
filmed, plus the complexity of the film and
editing work needed ( e.g. 5 different bird
species may require 5 different diets and 5
different nesting examples). The DVD’s are
made by Eelco Meyjes, who is the producer
of the internationally acclaimed DVD series
Birdkeeping the South African way. All
DVD / Video production work is prequoted.
For more information on this exciting new
service contact Eelco Meyjes on 082 457
4936 or e mail editor@avitalk.co.za
For sale: Entire exotic waterfowl farm on
2.2 ha plot for sale. Owner relocating.
Seventy (70) different species including
all 7 recognised Swan (Cygnus) species.
Other species include Ashy-headed,
Ruddy-headed Geese, European Eider,
Pink-eared Duck, Smew, Barrow’s &
European Golden Eye,Bufflehead, Teal,
Shelduck and Whistling Duck species.
Approximately 300 birds in total. Incubator
room with incubators, hatchers. Indoor
rearing room with fibreglass rearing units
as well as outdoor rearing unit. Three
large dams with 20 smaller camps and
ponds with circulating water through
biological filters. All camps well maintained
with indigenous trees and shrubs. Backup generator system for incubation and
rearing units. Large, 4-bedroom (2 with
en-suite bathrooms) thatched roof house
in the beautiful Magaliesberg area, 40 km
from Rustenburg, North West province.
The house features a reception area, 2
lounges, large modern kitchen, dining
room, two studies, bar, gymnasium,
sewing room, as well as large outdoor
entertainment area, swimming pool and
lapa. Double garage and large workshop.
Well established garden with 30 different
indigenous tree and shrub species. Two
equipped, permanent boreholes. R4 500
000. Contact Louis Hartley on 083 630
3446 / l.har@mweb.co.za

PARAKEETS & PARROTLETS
Wanted/Gesoek: 0-2 ROCK PEBLERS
PHALABORWA
LIMPOPO.
Contact
JAN ADENDORFF on +27827649369 /
borwamotors@lantic.net
For sale/Te koop: PLUMHEADS 2 X PAIRS
R1600.00 PER PAIR; 4-0 PLUMHEADS
R600.00 EACH; 0-0-4 PLUMHEADS
R500.00 EACH; AIRFEES AND BOX
EXTRA
R500.00.
PHALABORWA
LIMPOPO PROVINCE. Contact JAN
ADENDORFF
on
+27827649369
/
borwamotors@lantic.net
For sale/Te koop: Kakarikies 2-2 Yellow
x Blue brpr R1200.00 p/p. Contact Greg
Simon on 0844210808 / ridwaanpetersen@
gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: 4-0 Yellow turquoisine
parakeets (from 2018, around 6 months
old) R350.00 each. Or swop for pied
kakarikis. Collection only in Centurion.
Contact Elize Lloyd on 0734057477 / elize.
lloyd@sabs.co.za

For sale/Te koop: Congo African Grey
(Red Tail) (5 months old, hand Reared and
tame, unsexed, closed banded) R2 200.00
Sandton, Johannesburg. Contact Ahmad
on 082 325 6888 / amahomed911@gmail.
com.

For sale/Te koop: Red Rumps Normal ×
Rubino R800.00 p/p. Contact Lene Lello on
0713631149 / lenelello@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-10 Rosy lovebirds
(verskeie kleure, 2018) R80.00 stuk; 0-0-7
Masker lovebirds (groen en blou) R80.00
stuk; 0-0-10 Celestials (groen en blou
2018) R100.00 stuk; 0-0-5 Senegals (3 x
2017, 2 x 2018) R400.00 stuk; 0-0-2 Hahns
Macaw (1 x 2017, 1 x 2018) R1000.00 stuk.
Om self af te haal in Koster NW. Contact
Niek Malan on 0833205150 / malanniek@
yahoo.com

For sale/Te koop: Turquoisines. 0-4 Dilute
Opaline hens. 2 have bred and successfully
raised chicks R500.00 each. Cape Town.
Contact Mr Wilson on 0710847271 /
jaspershadow00@gmail.com

PARROTS
For sale/Te koop: 2-2 Blue Fronted
Amazons R7 500.00; 2-0 Blue Fronted
Amazons R3 500.00. Contact Steven on
0828228578 / candicem@mnlaw.co.za
For sale/Te koop: Proven African Grey
Timney. Very good Breeder. Whatsapp
me for photos price R12000.00. Contact
Martin beli on 0823495527 / martinbelo@
live.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 4-4 brpr ringnecks various
colors; 0-0-5 (1 years old Ringnecks from
above pairs various colors); 1-1 Senegals
(3 year old bonded); 1-1-1 brpr Red rumps
with 3 week old baby in box. All birds in
great feather condition ALL to Swop for
Bigger parrot’s. Dean 0825796924 JHB.
Wanted/Gesoek: Alexandrine babies I want
to hand rear on my own. Contact Tootsie
Francis on 0634052322 / tootsief26@
gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Maximillian Pionus
(s/s) R1350.00 each. Contact Glenn
Hatfield on 0814432474 / pottief@gmail.
com
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 mealy Amazon
(2017) R2500.00; 0-1 barbadensis (2012,
never been with a male) R5000.00; 2-0
mature male blue fronteds R2000.00 ea;
2-0 mature male African Grey’s R2000.00
ea; 1-1 Brpr Bodinis Amazon’s R15000.00;
1-1 Brpr yellow lords Amazon’s R15000.00;
1-0 yellow nape Amazon (2018) R 7000.00.
Contact Philip Schutte on 0833377216 /
gzcmtuba@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: 2-0 Blue Fronteds
(2017) R2000.00 stuk. Johan Lichtenburg
0824440654.
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 African Grey
babies (3 months old, c/b, weaned, just
dewormed) R2500.00 each. Pick up
only please. (Phoenix Durban). Contact
claudette/Marshall on 0612919833 /
cchetty222@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: All c/b and s/s. 1-1
Red Lored (2017) R8000.00 p/p; 2-2
Xanthops (2018) R18000.00 p/p; 0-1
Xanthops (2018) R12000.00; 0-2 Cuban
(2018) R6000.00 each; 1-1 Double Yellow
Headed R18000.00 p/p; 4-7 Blue Fronted
(2017/2018) R8000.00 p/p; 2-0 Yellow
Crown (2018) R4000.00 each; 2-2 Selvin
(2018) R8000.00 p/p; Pionus - All parent
reared, c/b, s/s; 1-1 Bronze Wing (2018)
R7000.00 p/p; 1-1 Dusky (2018) R5000.00
p/p; 2-0 Dusky (2017) R2500.00 ea; 5-2
Maximillian (2017/2018) R3000.00 p/p.
Contact Lyn Stipinovich on 0834684671 /
lynstipinovich@yahoo.com
For sale/Te koop: O-1 Yellow crown amazon
(p/r, is 6 maande oud) R5000.00. ek is van
BLOEMHOF. Contact Jan Cornelius on
0825767679 / jancornelius0@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 2-2 bonded pairs of
African greys; 1-0 mature African grey
East rand Springs R10 000.00 for all. Tobie
0795297891.
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 derbyan (2017 en
2018); 1-1 blue fronted (2017); 1-0 blue
fronted (2017); 5 brpr sun Conures (2016)
J Nel 0845057575. Secunda.

For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr mature Timney
African Grey R7000.00. Contact Martin
belo on 0823495527 / martinbelo@live.
co.za

Wanted/Gesoek: Mature female red tail
grey. Contact Trevor on 0716754485 /
jessica.somnath@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 African grey babies
(c/b, weaned, handreared, 4 months
old) R2500.00. Contact claudette on
0612919833 / claudettechetty4@mail.com

Wanted: Eclectus (Solomon, Vosmaeri,
Red Sided) Any Age; African Grey Babies;
Any Caiques / Any Age / Any Quantity.
Contact Mac on 074 997 1180 (Call/SMS/
Whatsapp) / salovepets@gmail.com
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CLUBS & ASSOCIATIONS

We would like to encourage any Club or Association that is not on this list to please contact us on 031 763 4054 or adverts@dennisonpublishing.co.za, so that we can place you on the
Avizandum’s list of “Clubs and Associations.” Listing on this page will be free of charge.
CARLETONVILLE VOËLKLUB Voorsitter Nico Prinsloo 079 896 3247
/ nicoprinsl@gmail.com

NATIONAL

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATION President
Peter Brummage 082 803 9346 Secretary Chris van der Linde 078 376
6961 / cvdlinde@netactive.vo.za
PARROT BREEDERS ASSOCIATION OF SA Elsabe Snyman 082
418 1555 / Lynette Vermeulen 0725337791 / pvsa@aviculturesa.co.za
BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY OF SA John Nel 081 569 1589 / bssa@
showbudgies.co.za / www.showbudgies.co.za
Asiatiese Parkiet en Papegaai Mutasie Telers Vereninging Albert van
Lingen 082 858 4172 / albert@dam-man.co.za
DIE KAKARIKIE TELERS VEREENIGING VAN SUID AFRIKA
Voorsitter FRANCIOS VAN ZYL / Onder Voorsitter ANTHONY LUFF
/ Sekratiris CHERYL LUFF SEL 0738636529

KWA-ZULU NATAL

VRYHEID Chairman: Andre Barnard 034 980 9043 / 081 363 3136 |
Barnaaj@telkomsa.net / Secretary: Carel Muller 034 981 6306 / 073
300 0431 / Fax: 086 553 8899 / mullercf@mweb.co.za
ZULULAND AVICULTURAL ASSOCIATION (Richard’s Bay) Rob
Sedice 083 461 5764 (Chairman) / Hanti Smith 0823372571 (ViceChairman), Steve Struwig 0730867364(Secretary), Jenny Timms
0823497054 (Treasurer), Vic Botes 0834413677 Media), Facebook:
Zululand Avicultural Society.
NATAL & COAST POULTRY CLUB Tim Nixon 079 893 8610 /
featherston@iuncapped.co.za

S A LOVEBIRDTELERSVERENIGING Vise Voorsitter: Karl Makram
082 379 3165 / salovebird@gmail.com / marleneto@telkomsa.net

PIETERMARIZBURG PARROT & ASIATIC BIRD CLUB, Contact
0822229690 or 0815608572.

INDIGENOUS BIRD BREEDERS RESEARCH GROUP
Neville Brickell (Director) 073 910 0414

PIETERMARITZBURG CANARY AND CAGE BIRD CLUB Chris
Millborrow (President) 083 531 1503 / Rob Armstrong (Chairman)
079 173 9267 / Ron Macrae (Secretary) 083 306 3529 (Email)
pmbcanaryclub@gmail.com

SA SHOW POULTRY ORGANISATION / www.saspo.org.za /
GeorgeLuies@gmail.com / 072 435 4193
WATERFOWL ASSOCIATION OF SA 082 854 1181 /
henriettesutcliffe@yahoo.com
FINE FEATHERS BIRD CLUB (GAUTENG) (but with members
nationwide) Dries Louw 083 676 7060; Vice Chairman & Sec Wayne
& Santi Rundle 082 415 7481 / News Media Charlotte Metzer Tel 011
894 1967

DURBAN FINCH BREEDERS Chairman: Peter Greeneway 083
537 2891 / Vice Chairman: Taffy Pelser 083 262 7531 taffy@
thunderauctioneers.co.za
DURBAN CANARY CLUB durbancanaryclub@gmail.com /
CHAIRMAN: NEIL ABBOT 082 907 1416 / CONTACT: STEWART
LETARD 082 796 9985

THE GOULDIAN FINCH SOCIETY Secretary Russ Gillie 011 849 2737
/ Chairperson Gustav Schellack 060 970 5877 / admin@gouldian.co.za
SHOW POULTRY SA / www.poultryclubsa.co.za / 082 804 4158
UNIQUE CREATURES S.A. Chairman Mike van Wyk 076 978 8320 /
Secretary Sonja van Wyk 072 855 7381 / uniquecreatures.sa@gmail.
com
SOUTH AFRICAN FANCY PIGEON ASSOCIATION The Ringmaster
Mrs Netta Prince 041 365 7737 / 082 565 9022 / Safpa.Rings@axxess.
co.za

EASTERN CAPE / OOSKAAP

CACADU Aviculture Association (Port Elizabeth and surrounds)
Chairman: Nico Emmerich 076 371 6640 / nico.emmerich1@gmail.
com / Vice Chairman: Brendon Holmes 083 406 3168 / birdtrainers@
gmail.com / Secretary: Rene Nedft cacadu.aa@gmail.com
PORT ELIZABETH AND DISTRICT CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATION
Chairman: S. van Greunen 082 569 5858 / Secretary: Helena Granzier
072 436 7405
EAST CAPE BIRD CLUB Chairman: Marthinus Stolk 073 403 5768 /
Secretary: Andre Bower 083 448 1087
KAROO BIRD CLUB Somerset East, Cradock, Molteno, Middelburg,
Graaff-Reinet, Aberdeen, Jansenville, Pearston and Queenstown.
Chairman Gary Wiehahn 083 566 4896 / Secretary Johan van der
Merwe
GOULDVELDSE KOUVOËL VERENIGING Chairman Jan
Greyvenstein 082 339 2133 Secretary Hennie van der Merwe 083 344
1361 / henniefrill@gmail.com
EAST LONDON CAGE BIRD SOCIETY Chairman Hedley Sansom /
Secretary Debbie Sansom / eastlondoncagebirdsociety@gmail.com

FREE STATE / VRYSTAAT

FREE STATE POULTRY CLUB. Membership fees are R100 annually,
membership fees for under 16 years are R50.00. Everyone welcome.
Contact Ben Janse van Rensburg on 082 734 9028 / ben@sjsales.
co.za
BLOEMFONTEIN PTV: Chairman:Johan Myburgh 083 455 1283 /
jmyburgh@oldmutualpfa.com. Vice-Chairman: Charl Swart 082 789
5433 / crs@vodamail.co.za. Sekretarisse: Malene Niemand 083 641
2346 / papagaai175@gmail.com
KOSMOS (Harrismith) Marthen Scorgie Tel 058 622 1423 / 083 239
9130 / Fax 058 622 3409
KROONSTAD KROMBEK VOëLKLUB Raymond Hearn 056 213 2796
/ 084 524 4636 / Fax 056 213 2796 / ray.krd@gmail.com / Secretary
Sonja Nell 084 510 2168 / 056 212 6652
OOS-VRYSTAAT (Ficksburg) Johan Kotze Tel 051 933 9700 / 082 440
4402 / Fax 051 933 2126
ROSESTAD BIRD CLUB (Finches, Waxbills & Softbills, Pigeons)
Andre Berry 082 804 6878 / andreberry@telkomsa.net
ORANJE POULTRY CLUB E-mail: ljjl@mtnloaded.co.za /
083 306 9467
BLOEMFONTEIN OLD ENGLISH GAME CLUB 082 712 4770 /
babsvanee@telkomsa.net
HIGHVELD BORDER & FIFE FANCY CANARY SOCIETY Chairman
Theo Oates 082 412 1802 Secretary Chris van der Linde 078 376 6961
/ cvdlinde@netactive.co.za

LIMPOPO
MOGOL (Ellisras) Jan van Breda Tel 014 763 5389 / 072 389 7419 Fax
014 763 5389 / janvbreda@hotmail.com / Secretary Jacoline Booyse
Tel & Fax 014 763 5038 / 084 583 5038 / booyserj@eskom.co.za
POULTRY CLUB SA / admin@poultryclubsa.co.za / 082 804 4158
BOSVELD VOËLVERENIGING (Modimolle) Voorsitter: Cois
Rigaard 082 822 8776 / crigaard@gmail.com / Fax 014 718 7639 /
Ondervoorsitter: Faan Heystek 073 212 0068
ZOUTPANSBERG VOËLTELERSVERENIGING Voorsitter Johnny
Gouws 072 576 1577 / gouwscreditconsultants@lantic.net /
Ondervoorsitter Tonie Becker 084 459 1682

MPUMALANGA

HOËVELD VOËLKLUB, Middelburg (Mpumalanga) Voorsitter Henry
Trigwell 072 104 8021 / henry.trigwell@gmail.com / Ondervoorsitter
Cois Minnaar 072 397 7917 / minnaar.cois@gmail.com / info@hvvk.
co.za
NELSPRUIT Dr P van Rensburg Tel & Fax 013 750 0433 / Secretary
Sylvia Otto Tel 013 744 1836 / qotto@xsinet.co.za
STANDERTON Neels Jooste 082 565 3309 / elandspoort.jooste@
gmail.com / Secretary Alet Higgens / alethiggens@gmail.com
MPUMALANGA POULTRY CLUB / E-mail: ermelo@scipwtb.co.za
083 299 2305

NORTHERN CAPE / NOORDKAAP

KLERKSDORP KANARIE KLUB Chairman Hennie Wiese 082 332
4210 Secretary Dries Wiese 076 279 7762 / wiesesmartie@gmail.com
POTCHEFSTROOM CANARY CLUB Chairman Derrick Warren 082
713 9549 Secretary Kappie van Wyk 082 713 95 49 / kappievw@gmail.
com
DIAMANTVELD VOËLKLUB (Kimberley) Voorsitter Arno Hattingh
083 468 6062 / arno.birds@gmail.com / Finansies Koos Fourie 083
650 7373 / koos.fourie@za.pwc.com / Piet Jacobs 082 821 9877 /
pj200birds@telkomsa.net
KATHU Flip Holtzhausen Tel 053 739 2120 / 083 304 0843 /
flip.holzhausen@kioltd.com / Secretary Len Vermeulen 083 285 1940 /
Fax 053 739 2951 / len.vermeulen@kioltd.com
UPINGTON Voorsitter: Ivan Joubert 072 383 6539 / Ondervoorsitter:
Ansa Luttig 082 443 9073 / Sekretaresse: Elmien Kruger 076 035 1740
/ Email: uptvoelklub@gmail.com
VRYBURG RIETHAAN POULTRY CLUB E-mail: janjnel@gmail.com
/ Tel 053 927 3411

NORTH WEST / NOORDWES

KOSH (Klerksdorp) Voorsitter/Veilingsvoorsitter: Stokkies Stokbroekx
082 704 4378 / stokkies.stokbroekx@gmail.com / Sec Martie Beneke
018 473 0841 / 082 413 8471 / janmar@gds.co.za
BRITS Coen Meyer Tel 012 2541038 / 082 715 2220 / bbole@mweb.
co.za / Sek Mev Grobler Tel & Faks 012 252 5636 / 083 535 4194

REEF CAGE BIRD SOCIETY Chairman Ari du Toit 082 561 49 20
Secretary Helena Rautenbach 082 822 1489 / rautenbachhp@gmail.
com

CAPE CAGE BIRD SOCIETY Chairman Dawie van Tonder
082 323 1862 Secretary Pierre van Tonder 076 754 6801 /
capecagebirdsociety@gmail.com

VRYSTAAT BUDJIE VERENIGING Andre Scholtz (Chairman) 072 204
4791 / Jan Brits (Secretary) 083 378 8845 (Bothaville) / janbrits1353@
gmail.com

CAPETOWN BIRD CLUB Chairman Johan van Staden 082 558 7043
Secretary Graham Forsberg 082 818 1713 / graham.peter.forsberg@
gmail./com

Bloemfontein Kouvoël Vereniging / Voorsitter Frik Nel 083 354 3080
/ Sekretaris/Skou-sekretaris Johan Venter 082 899 3681 / johan.
venter@mangaung.co.za

SWD KANARIE KOUVOËL VERENIGING Chairman Bennie
Kleynhans 084 588 1010 Sectretary Suzanne Snyders 044 272 8034 /
bowlesdrukkers@absamail.co.za

GAUTENG

POTCHEFSTROOM VOËLTELERSKLUB Jaap Wessels Tel 018 297
6907 / 083 367 6599 / Fax: 018 297 6907 jaapw@potch.co.za / Sek
Louw Erasmus Tel 018 290 5860

MAGALIES Frans Van Den Berg 081 354 9021 / 011763 2747 /
vdbergfj@telkom.co.za.
PRETORIA PAPEGAAI KLUB Charl Swanepoel, Tel 012 255 5993 /
082 337 8084 / Fax 012 555 5993 / charlswanepoel@absamail.co.za /
Secretary Willie Scheepers 083 253 3264 / Fax 012 542 1382
PRETORIA POULTRY CLUB / GeorgeLuies@gmail.com 082 654
8938
VAALDRIEHOEK POULTRY CLUB / martiebaden@webmail.co.za
082 400 8957
HONEYDEW VOËLKLUB (Peterweg, Roodepoort) Voorsitter:
Kobus Boshoff; O/Voorsitter: Kriek Badenhorst; Sekretaresse: Martie
Badenhorst Tel 010 222 0651 / 082 511 9090

STELLALAND (Ottosdal) Voorsitter Hendrik Visser 082 332 6571 /
Sekretaris Keadie Jacobs 083 580 3231 / stellalandveilling@gmail.com
VERREWES (Lichtenburg) Fanie Klopper Tel 018 633 1108 / 083
632 7325 / Fax 086 669 0224 / krediteure@nwk.co.za / Sek Sampie
Pretorius / Tel & Fax 018 632 3513 / 084 628 6687 srpretorius@yahoo.
com
RUSTENBURG POULTRY CLUB Tonywigwam@mweb.co.za 082
788 6130
KALAHARI (Vryburg) Gerald van der Linde 082 493 4864 / mabulaf@
lantic.net / Dolf Cloete 082 660 3266 / dcloete@arc.agric.za

GOULDIAN FINCH SOCIETY (Jhb) Secretary Russ Gillie 011 849
2737 / Chairperson Gustav Schellack 060 970 5877 / admin@gouldian.
co.za

SCHWEIZER RENEKE Lourens Pienaar 082 773 3822 / Fax 053 963
1057

VALKE VOËLTELERS KLUB (Vereeniging omgewing) Voorsitter:
Christo Valentine - 0837332935 / valentinechristo@yahoo.com /
Sekretaresse: Gavin Goold - 0832818589

BOLAND VOELKLUB Voorsitter Guy van Zyl 082 492 1253 /
Sekretaris Lionel Adams 084 042 2950
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WESTERN CAPE / WESKAAP

OOSTENBERG Voorsitter: Gerrie Buckley 084 432 6175 / gerriesa@
gmail.com / Sekretaris: Alex Rippenaar 082 893 5455 / alec.rippenaar@
muchasphalt.com
WESTERN CAPE POULTRY CLUB E-mail: naomidt@breede.co.za
/ 082 468 8826
OVERBERG Evert Kleinhans Tel 028 840 0941 / 084 293 2490 /
Fax 028 840 0941 / mardine@live.co.za
EDEN PARROT CLUB FOR EDEN DISTRICT Chairman Coennie
Basson 082 465 9393 / 044 873 2814 (H) (George) / Sec Gideon Swart
079 492 3889 / 044 803 1041 (W) gidswa@telkomsa.net
WP BREEDERS CLUB Chairman: Allen Burgess 0824445265 /
Secretary: Steven Bellingan 0829344749 / stevenbellingan10@gmail.
com

NAMIBIA

AVICULTURE ASSOCIATION OF NAMIBIA Chairperson Oosie
Oosthuizen +264 81 122 1742 / oosie@hemconamibia.com

NORTHERN REGIONAL CAGE BIRD ASSOC

BOKSBURG CANARY CLUB (Brakpan) Chairman J. Batista 082 690
3431 / diamanto1658@gmail.com / Secretary A Pedro 072 586 7398 /
alet@universalflooring.co.za
CANARY BREEDERS ASSOCIATION Chairman S. Beirowski 082 553
0517 / leonie.beirowski@iemasinsurancebrokers.co.za / Secretary L.
Beirowski 083 400 8377 / leonie.beirowski@iemasinsurancebrokers.
co.za
DRIEHOEK CANARY CLUB Chairman E. Fourie 082 505 0143 /
sennah861@gmail.com / Secretary E. Nienaber sennah861@gmail.
com
GLOSTER, FIFE & POSTURE CANARY CLUB Chairman H. Cawood
082 411 6076 / hcawood@absamail.co.za / Secretary N. Cawood 083
289 4153 / normancawood@gmail.com
HIGHVELD AVICULTURAL SOCIETY Secretary J Shorter 084 587
2167 / shorter89@gmail.com
HONEYDEW BIRD CLUB Chairman K. Badenhorst 083 222 0651 /
martie.badenhorst@gauteng.gov.za / Scretary M. Badenhorst 082 511
9090 / martie.badenhorst@gauteng.gov.za
INDABA NYONI CLUB Chairman D. Prinsloo 083 460 3004 /
duncansnr@embriosem.co.za / Secretary H. Potgieter 082 775 6921
/ helenapotgieter7@gmail.com
GOULDIAN FINCH SOCIETY Chairman G. Schellack 060 970 5877
/ gustav.schellack@gmail.com / Secretary R. Gillie 082 891 3186 /
admin@gouldian.co.za
JACARANDA SHOW BUDGIE SOCIETY / Chairman P. Swart 071 363
3735 / swartpa@webmail.com / Secretary J. Nel 081 569 1589 / nelja@
telkomsa.net
JOHN F CANARY CLUB Chairman P. Steenekamp 082 782 3895 /
pietste@telkomsa.net / Secretary M. Krugell maxine@homebiz.co.za
PRETORIA CAGE BIRD CLUB Chairman A. Goosen 082 940 8512
/ ajvoels@gmail.com / Secretary I Weyer 082 857 4130 / liweyer@
mweb.co.za
SASOL CAGE BIRD CLUB Secretary Mrs S Hugo 017 634 4897 /
hugos@secunda.co.za
SUIKERBOSRAND CANARY CLUB Secretary C vd Linde 011 818
2321 / cvdlinde@netactive.co.za
SA LOVEBIRD BREEDERS ASSOCIATION Chairman Albert van
Lingen 082 858 4172 / Vice-Chairman Karl Markram 082 379 3165 /
Secretary Ryan Day 083 634 3688 / salovebird@gmail.com
TRANSVAAL ROLLER CANARY SOCIETY Chairman L. Blom 082
685 2226 / ludwichblom@gmail.com / Secretary C. vd Linde 078 376
6961 / cvdlinde@netactive.co.za
TRANSVAAL ZEBRA FINCH SOCIETY Chairman P. Brummage 082
803 9346 / thebrums@netactive.co.za / Secretary F. Barnicoat / 011
615 2937
WESTRAND BIRD CLUB Chairman A. Shannon 082 923 3788 /
andreshannon.mail@gmail.com / Secretary S Veiera 084 699 2061 /
tarltonclothing@gmail.com

BUDGIE CLUBS IN SA

BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY OF SOUH AFRICA (BSSA) Ian Bleasdale
(president) ian.budgie@gmail.com Albert (chairman) 082 490 2251
BSSA@showbudgies.co.za John Nel (Administartor) 081 569 1589 /
nelja@telkomsa.net. www.showbudgies.co.za
AWEEBSA Assossiation for wild-type and exhibition Budgies in South
Africa) Secretary Suzanne Lucas 073 515 9175 / Chairman Johan
Lucas 083 334 9945 / Ring Co-Ordinator Rynier Burger 072 268 5000
Cape Peninsula Budgerigar Society (W/Cape) Hicmet Jaffer / 083-897
1873 / hjaff1982@gmail.com
Cape Town Budgie Club (W/Cape) LE Phillips 072 493 7019 / lynedith.
phillips@gmail.com
East London Budgie Society (E/Cape) DM Kruger 083 255 3254 /
elbs@showbudgies.co.za
East Rand Budgie Society (Gauteng) Dawid Gresse (Secretary) /
0837773867 / dawidg@andru.co.za
Gauteng Budgie Club (Gauteng) Liza Kotzee 079 963 5569 / Kotzee.
aviaries@gmail.com
Jacaranda Show Budgie Society (Gauteng) J A Nel 081 569 1589 /
nelja@telkomsa.net http://jsbs.showbudgies.co.za
Karoo Budgie Club (E/Cape) Jeanette Fouche (Secretary) 072 538
1571
Northern Cape Budgie Society (N/Cape) PR Holzhausen 071 610 0390
/ prh@lantic.net
Premier Budgie Club (Gauteng) Russel Clements (Secretary) 083 264
3161 / 9024@worldonline.co.za
PMBBC (KZN) Chairman LO Sydenham 083 405 0359 / pops@
gracenet.co.za / Sec HK Sydenham 033 396 9407 / pops@gracenet.
co.za
SBC (Gauteng) Chaiman J Lucas 083 334 9945 / johanllucas91@
gmail.com / Sec SJ Lucas 073 515 9175 / suzieqzn@gmail.com
Tygerberg Budgie Club (W/Cape) J Dunlop 074 200 9112 / jdunlop@
mweb.co.za
Vaaldriehoek Budgie Klub (OFS) HJ Hein 082 495 9133 / estie.hein@
vodamail.co.za
Vrystaat Budgie Vereeniging (OFS) Jan Brits 083 378 8845 /
janbrits1353@gmail.com / Andre Scholtz (Chairman) 072 204 4791

Concentrates are used as a balancing additive for grains and seed cooking mixes.
The concentrated, high levels of vitamins, minerals and amino acids when added in
correct proportions to a cooking mix will ensure adequate nutrient supply for birds.
Use one of the following concentrates when feeding your birds your own cooking mix;

Parrot/Parakeet			

Breeders Boost HPC			

High Protein Fat Concentrate

1kg cooking mix plus 330g (33%)

1kg cooking mix plus 160g (16%)

1kg cooking mix plus 200g (20%)

Add fruits and vegetables		

Add fruits and vegetables		

Add fruits and vegetables

Add 10-20g sunflower seeds per bird

Add 10-20g sunflower seeds per bird

Add 10-20g sunflower seeds per bird

*During breeding season - breeder pellets and/or egg food should be added.
Nutritional information of concentrates
Parrot/Parakeet

Breeders Boost HPC

High Protein Fat Concentrate

CP

21%

25%

40%

Fat

4.6%

2.5%

14%

Fibre

1.9%

2.7%

4%

This High Protein Fat Concentrate contains 40% protein, 14% fat, and also
vitamins, minerals and trace elements. The protein is of a high biologicial value as it is
supplemented with amino acids
NB: The Full Fat Soya used is especially ripened (ie. cooked) which means that it
is suitable and safe for all your birds even baby birds

For more information please contact Avi-Products. Tel: 031 766 0016
email: info@aviproducts.co.za \ www.aviproducts.co.za

